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This Week's 
Highlights: 
CAMPUS 
Sew entrepreneurs get 
grant advice from 
School of "B's" small 
business seminar. 
A2. 
CAMPUS PLUS 
Sew music store opens 
i>r Howard students. 
A3. 
LOCAL 
Area florists hustle to 
meet today's 
delivery den1ands. 
AS. 
NATIONAL 
J.C. Watts comes 
under attack for 
comn1ent about 
Black leaders. 
A6. 
L\1IERNATIONAL 
U.S. monetary 
, xentives to oust Cas-
tro upset Cubans. 
t. 
A7. 
TEMPO 
Students discuss the 
ethical dilemmas 
111rrounding cheating. 
Bl. 
PULSE 
Fine Arts students 
lhowcasc their talents 
at exhibit. 
B2. 
\VEEKENDER 
Weekender spotlights 
Cramton Auditorium. 
B3. 
HEALTH 
&FITNESS 
Maryland opens 
center to treat eating 
disorders. 
BS. 
SPORTS 
Maya Nasution 
makes history on HU 
swim team. 
B7. 
Happy Valentine's Day!!! 
Serving the Howard University community since 1924 February 14, 1997 
Photo by Pedrode VW.-
Unfversfty of Fort Hare president Mbuelo Vlzlkhungo Mzamane and 
HU presdlent H. Patrick Swygert have agreed to work together to 
Improve Black education. 
South African 
university, HU 
launch education 
venture 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University and the 
University of Fort Hare. South 
Africa's oldest and most 
prestigious historically Black 
unhrcrsity. rcccn!ly signed an 
agreement designed to improve the 
quality of education for both 
nations· Black populations. 
The agrccmcn1. signed by 
uni,crsity prc~idcnts H. Patrick 
Swygert and Mbuclo Vizikhungo 
Mzamanc - the first appointed 
post-apartheid vice chancellor and 
rcc1or of the University of Fort 
Hare -set the ~tagc for a working 
rcla1ionship between the schools. 
Alumni of Fort Hare include 
African presidents Nelson Mandela 
of South Africa and Robert 
Mugabe of Zimbabwe. 
·•11 is an opportunity for all of us 
JO acknowledge our shared 
commitment 10 South Africa and 
our growing awareness of the 
dynamics of the grealer Diaspora," 
Swygert said. 
Mzamanc's 1wo-day visi t to 
Howard follows a visit to the 
Univcr~ily of Fort Hare by a 
Howard delegation last June. 
At an open forum in the foyer of 
Founder's Library last Thursday, 
Mzamanc - co-founder of the 
Black Consciousness Movement 
whose leader, Sieve Biko. was killed 
while in police cus1ody in 1977-
chal lcnged Howard to become more 
proactive and less reactive. He 
emphasized to the packed room of 
students. faculty and community 
members the importance of 
education a:, the vehicle to unlock 
the untapped human resources for 
the rebuilding of Sou1h Africa and 
the Black Diaspora. 
" I am no lo nger interested in 
reactive scholarship," he said. 
"Africans in today's world 
potentially represent a world 
liberating people. a people that will 
recreate the entire humanity as we 
have known it." 
Mzamane. an author, teacher and 
political act ivist. called upon 
scholars to stop being o nly 
cons umers of knowledge. but 
givers as well. 
"Lei us impart upon the world a 
new definition." he said. "Imitation 
of though! is not thought." 
One who ha; spent 30 years in 
exile and survived several 
assassination a11cmp1s. M£amane 
said the time has come for Black 
people 10 impart to the world a 
new paradigm. 
He highlighted education as the 
cornerstone in 1hc rebuilding of 
South Africa and mrning around 
the legacy inherited by apartheid. 
'·It is 1he education of the Black 
child 1ha1 will make a difference," 
he said. "There could never be a 
new South Africa without plugging 
into that untapped potential." 
In response to the effect outside 
funding will haw on scholarship, 
Mzamanc said that South Africans 
can absorb everything the world 
can offer. 
''This is 1he African paradox, 
detribalize, westernize but remain 
cmpha1icalfy African. This is 1hc 
strcng1h of cuhurc." 
James Johnson, dean of the school 
of engineering, said that in addition 
to the urban and rural selling of the 
universities, which will enhance 
exchange programs. both schools 
also share similar goals. 
"The issues of health, education 
and technology arc keys 10 the 
engine 1ha1 will move the Republic 
of South African forward and so 
too it will move the people of color 
in the United States forward," 
Johnson said. 
He noted tha1 both universities 
grew out of similar circumstances 
and continue to serve and maintain 
guardianship of 1hcir heritage in 
spite of severe difficulties. 
"We join to prcscn'c, to wrile 
about and distribute the words. the 
tradit ion of Africa and the African 
Diaspora." Swygert said , bu1 added 
attempts to address 1he legacy of 
apartheid remains 1roublcsomc. 
Recent sta1is1ics report that 85 
percent of South Africa ·s graduates 
arc White and 7.5 percent arc 
Black. Of tha1 7 .5 percent, 25 
percent nre unemployed and 
possibly unemployable because 
apartheid has shor1changed them. 
Forum with provost 
leaves Fine Arts 
students unsettled 
By Valyncla Saunders 
Hilttop Staff Wnter 
Ira Aldridge Theater came alive 
Monday afternoon, despite the 
ab,ence of a performance, as Fine 
Arts students voiced their concerns 
about the merging of 1hc College 
Am and Sciences with the College 
of Fine Arts. 
The "Conversation with the 
Pro,·ost" turned ou1 10 b<! more of a 
debate than a convcf\ation, as 
Howard's chief academic adviser, 
Antoine Garibaldi. addres,cd 
questions and concerns ranging 
from curriculum to cultural pride. 
"Why do they walll to get rid of 
us? Arc uur accredi1ntion, not good 
enough·,·· asked Stephanie 
Mayfield. a junior theater an, 
adminislration major. "We are 
artists here in this building. Why'? 
The problem is that we haven't 
goucn an answer." 
Garibaldi said the accreditations 
the college has obtained will remain 
intact and panels have been 
organized to work out the details of 
1hc merger. 
"My responsibility is lo see that 
programs continue to be strong. 
The panels' responsibility is 10 look 
at the details and 1hc issues to revise 
programs of study," Garibaldi said. 
Many Fine Am students said 1hey 
were unsatisfied wi1h the provost's 
responses and 1ha1 the merger 
reason, should not remain unclear, 
especially since it will affect Black 
arts as a whole. 
"All across 1hc nation it seems 
they're trying to s1ifle arts .... Now 
the Mecca seems like it's trying 10 
stifle the am, as well," said Damien 
Sneed, a freshman music major. 
"fhc other Black colleges need 10 
gel like us. We should SCI the 
standards." 
As the only hisiorically Black 
college with a fine arts school, 
Howard's arts program has been a 
powerful stepping stone for great 
performers such as Phylicia 
Rashad, Debbie Allen and Robena 
Flack. have emerged. 
Fine Ans studcn1s arc worried 
that the merger may not auract the 
same strong talents of the past and 
may no1 award the necessary 
degrees 10 present students. 
"Anybody who presently comes 
here, the University is obligated to 
give them that degree," Garibaldi 
said. "You will still get your same 
degree. and people will s1ill 
recognize it as coming from 
Howard University." 
In reference to the amount of 
credit hours that a core curriculum 
would include, Garibaldi sai~. 
"Most uni\'ersi1ies do have a core 
curriculum. It is not the University 
always 11ta1 says how many hours 
are req uired. Some notional 
accreditation organiza1ions sci 
certain hours for graduating." 
While the details of 1he merger 
remain sketchy, some Fine Arts 
students said the Board oflrustccs 
should have consuflcd them before 
deciding to merge the two colleges. 
Still others suggested that if there 
had to be a merger, the College of 
Fine Am should be merged with 
the School of Communications. 
Charisse Lambert. a junior film 
production major, said she found 
the merger "dbrespcctful" to a 
college of artists who pay 1uition, 
but arc 1rca1cd like they hn,c no say. 
''You're answering the questions, 
bu l you're not answer ing the 
questions. Lambert sa id 10 
Garibaldi. "You're getting 10 the 
problem, but you're not getting to 
the problem." 
Garibaldi said because he is new 
10 the administration, he has 
received most of his information 
from the panels and Mudents. 
"It's a very tough question for me 
to answer without the prior 
information." he said. 
Anthony San1agati, Fine Arts 
Student Council President and 
student representative to the merger 
panel. arranged for Garibaldi 10 
See FORUM, A3. 
Photos by Aid• Muluneh 
Freshman Daniel Sneed, left, was one of the students present at the forum In which Antoine Garibaldi, 
the University's chief academic officer, addressed students' concerns about the University's reorgani-
zation. 
Trouble brews at UDC 
Students turn up heat to save fledgling school 
By Keya Graves 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Mahamad Kamara. a soccer 
player at 1hc University of the 
Dis1ric1 of Columbia, was outraged 
when 1hc Board of Trustees voted 
al a meeting las1 week to eliminate 
lhe school's athletic department. 
"I wore this sh irt with pride," 
Kamara shouted. as he held up his 
red and gold soccer jersey. ''And 
now you want to iakc that pride 
away from me after I dedicated 
myself to this university." 
Kamara wa.s one of many UDC 
students who disrupted the Board's 
meeting last week. Aflcr minutes of 
shouting, police in formed him that 
if he conlinucd, he would be 
arrcMed. 
The warning did 1101 Slop Kamara. 
and other studcnls supported him. 
The Board of 11-ustecs closed the 
meeting, claiming they could no1 
continue because of the noise. 
Kamara, who has been playing 
soccer since he was 3 years old , 
said he was studying and playing 
soccer al a London school when he 
was wooed to UDC with a full. 
four-year a1hlctic scholarship. 
If Kamara loses his scholarship 
from UDC. he said 1hnt under 
NCAA policy. he will not be able 
to play sport~ for another university 
for at least a year, which leaves him 
wondering where he wi ll find 
money to go 10 school. 
"They arc 1elli ng many of us 
a1hlc1cs to apply for financial aid," 
Kamara said. "Thal does not apply 
to me. What do they plan to do for 
kids like me?" 
Kamara said the athletes wrote the 
Board numerous fellers offering 
aflcrnat ives to its plan to cut 1he 
athletic department and trim 1he 
fledgling school's overburdened 
budget. Kamara said none of Lite 
lcners was answered. 
UDC freshman Toshec Meadows 
stood fll'rn and proud last week in 
the student lounge on UDC's 
campus. She was 1he voice of the 
students as she led the discussion, 
"Save UDC: Education is a Right, 
Not a Privilege." 
Meadows was not afraid to cry out 
to the 80 people in 1he audience and 
the bright lights of the media. She 
found comfort in the huge white 
sheet behind her that read "United 
We Can Stop Cu1s." 
"There is not only faculty cuts, bu1 
student cu1s," Meadows said. ·11iey 
want us to choose between students 
and education for money. Ir I had to 
choose to die for thirst or hunger, I 
would choose to die for both, and 
1hc same goes for the fight for 
education.'' 
Meadows told the people thal it is 
important thal the s1udents and the 
community become involved in 
SWAP, Student Wing of Advocates 
Plus. an organization that she and 
a few others formed a month ago. 
Mendows said that she has 
contacted other universities around 
the mc1ropol i1an area to bolster 
support to save the university. 
But Meadows said she has yet to 
solicit support from Howard 
Univcrsi1y Student Association 
President Vincent Jacques. 
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AIDS lecturer Rae Lewis 
Thorton to speak at Woman 
to Woman conference 
By Heather Savage 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Political adviser-turned-AIDS 
lecturer Rae Lewis Thorton will 
return to Howard University on 
Thursday, March 6 to address to 
young women at the Fifth Annual 
Woman to Woman Conference. 
Thorton will be lecturing in 
Cram1on Audi1orium at the opening 
ceremony of 1he all-day confer-
ence, 1itled "Sisters Let's 'folk ... 
Embracing the Strength of Wom-
anhood." 
Her lec1ure will be open 10 all 
persons and is free of charge. 
Thorton, who is known for her 
graphic and moving speeches on 
her banles wi1h HIV. lectures at 
high schools across 1he coun1ry. 
emphasizing the importance of safe 
sex and living with AIDS. 
Thorton was featured in the I 994 
issue of Essence magazine and 
NCNW 
speaker 
brings 
message to 
women 
By Aisha M. Williams 
Hilllop Staff writer 
Hoping to raise the self-es1eems 
and consciousness of young 
African American women, the 
Na1ional Council for Negro Women 
held a workshop on Black women's 
empowermenl Ja.5t Wednesday. 
The Howard University chap1er of 
the national nonproli1 organization 
women's advocacy group hosts out-
reach ac1ivi1ies and workshops 1ha1 
range from volun1eer work at the 
cenler for sickle cell disease and al 
homeless sheilers within the Dis-
1rict. 
The workshop featured Michelle 
Sufoi Harvey, a holistic healer, who 
discussed problems of African 
Americans. 
Harvey said 1he solulion 10 1hese 
problems lie in 1he hearts of all 
African-American women. 
"In my work. I have had to deal 
with people who nre not comfort-
able with themselves, people who 
are not feeling their power or are 001 
feeling wonhy of their power," said 
Harvey 10 an audience of 20 
females and one male. 
Heather Mom;,, a freshman in the 
School of Engineering, said more 
college students could benefit from 
her ideas on self-esteem. 
" I'm really happy that I came 
because I never anended a seminar 
on Black Women's empowerment," 
Morris said. "I really learned a lot 
from her on how we as Black 
women should act in a corporate 
setting. especial ly towards White 
men and Black men." 
Harvey also discussed the issues 
of sexual haras.sment in the work-
place, date rape. and racism that 
affect African-American women. 
In her lifetime, she has had men 
try 10 rape her and once was con-
tinually stalked when she worked as 
a surveyor in the rural South. 
Harvey said ii was that inner 
strength that prolected her from 
harm on all occasions. 
"When a woman is raped, a small 
part of her dies and these men knew 
that I wasn'I going to let them kill 
me without a light," Harvey said. 
"They knew 1ha1 if they raped me 
one of us was going 10 die and it 
wasn't going to be me." 
Harvey said when African-Amer-
ican women learn how to tap into 
their inner power. they will finally 
be able to help raise up the African 
American man who she feels is 
"the biggest victim on the plane1." 
" It 's crucial at thi s time 1ha1 
women especially get together and 
start talking about things we can do 
to prepare ourselves for the further 
changes that are going 10 occur 
within our universe," Harvey said. 
spoke last year at the College of 
Arts and Science health fair . 
The mission of the 1997 Woman 
to Woman Conference is to provide 
young women with decisive ways 
to develop their potential and fur-
nish them with the tools they need 
to succeed in the 21st century. 
"It's a day 1ha1 they can see 
African-American women a1 their 
best. ... These women will be shar-
ing with the teens how they've 
achieved what they've achieved," 
said Jonelle Lewis, a sophomore on 
the steering comminee for 1he con-
ference. 
Lewis said the conference will 
provide motivation for young 
women from ailing District schools 
to reach their ultimate goals. 
"h's for young women 10 build 
self esteem .... Some of these teens 
don't have this in their homes." 
Lewis said. "Being a successful 
working women is alien to many of 
them." 
In previous years, speakers have 
included Peggy Lewis, direc1or of 
Specialty Press for the While 
House, Sharon Pratt Kelly, former 
mayor of DC, Karen Good, former 
Hilltop managing editor and cur-
1\!nt I 'ibe Maga=ine assistant edi-
tor and Debyii Sababu Thomas, 
professor at the School of Commu-
nications. 
The conference will also have 
workshops to inspire the young 
women to embrace 1he strength of 
1heir own womanhood. Seminars 
arc designed 10 increase leadership 
skills amongst participants and 10 
present the opportunity of interact-
ing with positive and profe:,sional 
role models. 
"The worhhops cmphasue lo 
young teenage girls that they can be 
anything they wan1 to be," Lewis 
said. 
There will be a follow-up retreat 
afler the conference Saturday. 
March 8. allowing women n chance 
to recap all 1he events of the con-
ference and reiterate the points and 
messages that were delivered. 
This conference, however. did 001 
ju>t develop on its own. With i1s 
co,t of about SI 5.000. the 20-pcr-
son steering committee is current-
ly working 10 raise more money for 
the event. 
"This is like a full-time job .... It 
takes a lot of time and energy," 
Lewis said. 
The coordina1ors cmphasiled that 
all the profits go directly to the 
Woman 10 Woman Conference. and 
they welcome any kind of dona-
tions. 
"We have worked hard 10 organize 
this event because we want to give 
something 10 1he young women that 
will be enriching. something 1hat 
will change their lives," Lewis said. 
Local businesses were featured at a fair in the School of "B." 
Photo by Jim Wells 
School of ''B'' hosts seminar 
By Keisha Kelly 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
More 1han 200 local business 
owners converged on Howard Uni-
versity's campus 10 gain knowl-
edge and insight about how to 
receive some of the $950 mil lion 
available in grants 10 ,mull firms. 
Howard University's Small Busi-
ness Development Cen1er held its 
first annual Small Business Inno-
vation Research and Small Busi-
ness Tuchnology Transfer Informa-
l ion Session on Jan. 6. The 
information session was held to 
increase the participation of area 
minori1y owned firms in 
SBIR/STTR. 
"The primary purpose (of the 
information session I is to increase 
the number of area minority-owned 
firms competing for SBIR/STTR 
awards," said Toni Sullivan, a 
Howard University graduate s1u-
dent. 
The information session that 
included panel discussions with 
government agencies such as 
NASA. the deparunent of trans-
portation, and the deparunenl of 
energy. among others. 
"We are trying 10 break down the 
barriers 1hat stop businesses from 
getting grants." said Richard Camp-
bell. project coordinator. 
The goals of the HUSBDC are to 
promole sponsored research ai 
Howard University and 01her local 
colleges nnd universities; forge 
strongeralliances between the com-
munity. colleges. universi1ies, and 
business prac1i1ioner: heigh1en the 
awareness of 1he community about 
these and other government pro-
grams; and develop a strong under-
standing about the imricacies of 
SBIR/STIR proposal writing. 
"At the HUSBDC I learned that I 
must not only have a busmess plan, 
bu1 I mus1 follow ii. The counselors 
taught me 1h01 not having a busi-
ness plan is like driving 10 Califor-
nia without direction. You are 
bound to gel lost." said Patricia 
Jones. owner of Toial Hair Care 
Salon. 
HUSBDC"s SBIR/STTR objec-
11ves arc 10 provide opportunities 
for professors 10 conduc1 sponsored 
research; develop a library con-
taining SBIR/STI' R mntcriol; 
increa.se SBIR/STTR propo,al sub-
missions from nunority firms; and 
become an effective SBIR/STTR 
promo11on resource for federal 
agencies. 
In order for HUSBDC to accom-
plish its objective they are looking 
for 1he support of not only the small 
businesses and government agen-
cies but also the Howard Universi-
ty student body and facu ily. 
"We are trying to bridge 1he gap 
between Howard Univcrsi1y and 
the business community. There 
isn't enough collaboration between 
students, business. and professors." 
said Jevaughn Sterling. a tir.;t year 
Howard University MBA finance 
sludent. 
"We had a very successful event 
for all 1he business owners (th:u 
anendedl," Campbell said. 
CLIMB HIGH FAST 
AS AN AIR FORCE 
OFFlCER. 
Bring your college degree to the Air 
Force. Then find out if you qualify for 
Officer Training School. You can 
become a commissioned Air Force o ffi-
cer following successful completion of 
Officer Training School. From the start, 
you'll enjoy great pay, complete medi-
cal and dental care and 30 days of 
vacation with pay per year. And as an 
Air Force officer, you can enjoy profes-
sional growth and management oppor-
tunities. Learn what it takes to qualify. 
Call 
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
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Bubadoe, Weal Indle1-Jw15-Angust 2 Florence, Italy.JulJ7-Aw 0 P' 
Experience the wonder of the C:u1bbean par- Vl.slt lhe blrthpla~ of the!:Jl' J. 
adlse that Is Batbados. This course will Renaissance this swnmclls L 
cxamlnc the role or education tn developing tn the wonderful dly o/ aci 
societies. and Its rdatlonshlp to popular cul• th1s exdtlng Italian~ su 
lure. Lc(turcs will be given by UC Bcrkcley culture program. Exptt1m: 
professor. Or. Pedro Nogllcra and Un!vmlly tlrncless beauty of nu-
of the West lndle:S professor. Or. George drals and mu.scu1111 ~JI!; 
Belle. Students w1ll reside on the campus of lld!l'lte ln guided walkJ:t 
the Untvcrstty of the West lndlcs. Ca"c Hill. the dty. Directed by Or. 
Harare, Zimbabwe-July 14-August 8 
Exper1cnec lrn: brilliant blue lakes bounded 
by wild no..-crs. high forests. and quaint \11-
lagcs ln Z!mbabll'c this summcrl ThlS pro-
gram Will directed by UC Bcrkcley professor. 
Dr. Bart)ara ChrlsUan. Students Will partld-
pate ln two cour,es on Ah1can-Amcrlcan llt-
crature In the context of Southetn Afrtc:a 
and Zlm~ and Southern African poll• 
Ucs. 
Chicano-Studies 
Cuanajuato, Mu!co-June 16-JulJ' 11 
Spend your summer In the beaul!ful dly of 
CuanaJuato! UYC with a Mexican fam!ly 
while taking one of two (clementaty or 
lntermedlale) lntenst.,: Immersion courses In 
language and culture. Directed by Dr, 
Lourdes P.ura 
East Asian Languages 
China.June SO.July 27 
ThlS oourse Introduces the culture o( pre-
modem China through ,1s111ng 
three maJOr auncsc dtlcs BelJtng. Xi'an. and 
Shanghai where one can study the archaeo-
logical and other cultural remalns of the 
Chinese dynasties. Oirect.ed by Or. Jeffrey 
Riegel Chait, East Asian Languaga 
OJ Carlo. Department o/l!Jb; 
Studies, UCB. 
Political Science 
Cape Town. South A!rlct 
June SO.July 25 
Visit what IS perhaps the C11 
Uful of all maritime dtlcs ~ 
study post-apartheid pcl.to1 
culture this summer In Ci;t-_ 
Course v.111 skclch lhc ~-
CYOlutlon o( the prottSS d~ 
upheaval and bWonna:llll 
culmlnaled In the transbla1 
don of 1994. Olretttd bflklj 
Price. Chair, llepartmull •I'll 
Sdence. UCB. 
for mort mlormanon.cih· 
Ra)111ond Daniels 
llrrkcley Summer ~ <iCcl 
22 \111celtr Hall ~1 oro 
Berkeley. CA ~i20-IO&.I 
ph. (51016-l3-0i~6 
fax. (510) 6-l2•26i7 
email: rdaniels~iok~ 
JOB FAIR FOR DIVERSITI 
Teaching in Independent Sch001 
Saturday, February ~i 
9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
The Collegiate School 
Richmond, Virginia 
• Meet administrators from independenl 
schools in Virginia, the D.C. area and 
Pennsylvania 
•Discuss benefits and current job 
openings for grades K-12 
• Receive help in writing your resume 
• Attend orientation seminars and meel 
other teachers of color 
• Free admission 
Call 804/358•6273 for details 
Sponsored by 
The Virginia Association of Independent Scl!Odl 
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~ew music store opens for Howard students 
,.. 
Sy M. Cherie Black 
H,Utop Staff Writer 
it lhc closing of lhe Wiz on 
~ A,enue, Howard s1udents 
, W limited access 10 nearby 
~ ,here they could buy 1he 
\I II hip.hop, R&B, and rap 
· Bul now. a music store is 
16iin wilhin walking disinncc 
,lourd students wilh 1he 
1&of Howard Mu,ic on Feb. 
11eJ on Georgin Avenue, 
!he street from the School of 
1:-<', ihc small ,1ore carries all 
the latest releases in tapes, CDs 
and records. 
Former Washington Redskin 
Bobby Wilson i;, the owner and 
president of Howard Music, which 
has no ties with the university itself. 
"The reason the store is called 
Howard Music is because it's 
located near Howard and it's for 
Howard students. We didn't 
collaborate wi1h the admi nistration 
at all." Wilson said. 
Wilson started planning the store 
six months ago with his consultant, 
Howard assistant baskclball coach 
Kevin Nickclberry. 
,chool of 
~ommunications 
Jean appointed 
~tte L. Oates recently appointed by President Swygert 
1ileln of the School of Communications 
Sy Philhpa Philpot 
H, top Staff Writer 
l::rd-mye:irs of being interim 
Jmncue Oates v.as officially 
Jean of lhe School of 
.m,cation, by President H 
rr1Swygcr1. 
i811umorc native has been at 
rl <uicc 1981. She began her 
( ,111cachcrin lhe Radio. TV 
"" Dcp:irtmen1. lefl Howard 
.r,, )C3rS and laler relurned 10 
1q.wtion of adminis1rn1ive 
.ie dean for four years. 
il!h $he graduated from 
i.iiaSwe Uni,ersil). Da1es says 
• is her family and second 
i:tl like I gradua ted from 
,i. l\e been here for so long," 
t J. " I wa5n'1 able to go 
i>rl~use we didn't have the 
It) I h3cl 10 go to school close 
lcr1 lhe university again 10 
FORUM. Al 
go New York to work with the 
Freedom Forum Associate Center. 
Upon her relurn, she was appoinred 
acting dean after replacing former 
Dean Orlando Thylor. 
Although Da1es was ac1ing dean 
during the terms of former 
presidents Franklin Jenifer and 
Joyce Ladner. it took President 
Swygerl to officially appoint her as 
dean on Dec. 20. 1996. 
" I couldn't become lhe permanent 
dean of the school because there 
was no permanent prcsidenl of the 
uni.,.ersity to appoin1 me," Dates 
said. 
Oa1cs has big plans for the School 
of Communicati ons. O ne of her 
hopes i~ lhat students become more 
connected to 1he media lhrough 
communications. 
The newly appoin1ed dean also 
said she is working toward 
developing well-rounded studenlS 
by creating a basic foundation lhal 
would include a general 
communications curriculum. 
·"'iostudcnt, about the "only merger that really upsets [students]. 
l~hov. I feel, but I'm just one person," said lhe junior 
~~ta! studio ans major. 
'ci:iseuling atmosphere lefl some wondering what the next step is 
nae Arts students. 
1hi1? to gel involved. If you just si t there. then things arc going to 
l!Qllld !here's nothing you can do about i1," said Allen Jackson. 
:ar's Fine Arb Student Council president. 
~tudents to rally 
against House 
~peaker Gingrich 
~Janelle Lynette Thompson 
Hiltop Staff Writer 
,1hac1ivis1 and Morehouse 
Jrt1, Rev. Markel Hutchin, 
.1lbng for students to help 
1e11 and p1cke1 House 
ater Newt Gingrich (R· 
.\.i 
.• 1990, Gingrich launched a 
1lPAC project called the 
~ Opponunity Workshop. 
llllislion was 10 change 1he face 
'American politics and ass isl 
llcrcil)' )OUlh 
Ile workshop was funded by 
11oarccs rnised for lhe 
·'raham Lincoln Opporrunit)' 
:ndation. However. Gingrich 
itdthc founda1ion to produce 
•! broadcast a parlisan 
· h1ical 1clvision program 
ijlled "American Citizens' 
cltvision/~ 
According 10 the Inves tigati ve 
Subcommittee's tax reporl, 1wo 
of 1he three television shows 
were intended 10 confer more 
1han subs1an 1ial benefits on 
GO PAC and Republican enlities 
and candidates. and provided 
support 10 GOPAC. 
In a press release, Hutchins 
said. "This deceptive use of a 
lax-exempt organization 
chartered for a noble purpse is 
highl y rcpugnanl and e ntirely 
inexcusable and we are ca lling 
for a large, c ross-scc1ion of 
s1udents. chi ldre n. teens. young 
adults and 0 1he r you th to 
protest and pic ket in order that 
our young voices. in lhi, maucr, 
might be heard ." 
This rally, protesl and picket will 
be from 4:00 pm 10 5:30 pm on 
Saturday. February 15th on the 
steps of 1hc United States capilol 
building west side. 
, 
Wilson said he wanted 10 give 
Howard students a quali1y place 10 
buy their music. 
" I saw so many students wilh a 
Walkman on their ears, but no close 
place 10 buy music. so I thought l'd 
give them one." Wilson said. 
Walking into lhe store, s1udents 
can get into the music-buying mood 
a,5 music plays in the background 
and the smell of incense wafls 
lhroughout the store, which is 
decorated wi1h pos1ers of artists 
ranging from Toni Broxton 10 Ice 
Cube. A television screen plays the 
latest videos, and a CD sampler 
allows students to listen 10 selecled 
artislS before purchasing lhe music. 
Ahhough some students claim 
Howard Music's prices are high. 
Wilson says 1ha1 the prices have 
dropped since opening day and are 
now compe1i1ive with olher stores 
in lhe Dis1ric1. 
Derek Walker. a sophomore 
poli1ical science major. says he 
1hinlcs 1he prices are high, bul is 
willing to pay 1he extra money for 
the convenience of having the store 
nearby. 
"If I can walk up the streel ins1ead 
of taking the Metro or the bus I' 11 
do i1." Walker said . "The extra 
money would be going 10 Metro or 
bus fares. anyway.'' 
Aaron Luster, a senior music 
busine.5s major, agrees 1ha1 the store 
is convenient to Howard students. 
"'This is my first lime in the store 
since it opened, and it seems preny 
nice," Luster said. "h 's gol a good 
navor for students." 
Kym Mitchell , a junior sociology 
major from Los Angeles. says lhc 
store will order the lypc of music 
she often listens 10 in California, 
bul can' l find in D.C. 
"It 's kind of like not being able 10 
find go-go music anywhere else 
bu1 D.C .. " Mitchell said. "ll's nice 
to know I can find my Wesl Coa~l 
music here on the East Coast." 
Wilson's next step is 10 open more 
music stores on other collcg~ 
campuses across lhe country. 
" I wan t a FamU Music. a 
Hamp1on Music - I wanl stores all 
over." Wi Ison said. "I also want to 
make sure they're very close to 
campu, because this is all for lhe 
s1uden1s." 
Miss Howard's Corner 
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A PART-TI~1E JOB TO FIT YOUR SCHEDULE! · 
The Smith Company is now accepting applications for part-time positions in its 
Fundraising, Publication Sales and Survey Research departments. Clients include 
the Democratic party, non-profit organizations and environmental groups as well 
as the country's leading news, entertainment and sports 
publications. No cold calling, training provided. Base 
pay/commission plus health benefits and paid 
vacation. Day, evening and weekend hours 
available. Call Jack Taplin at (202) 895-0900, 
11 am -4 pm, Monday-Thursday. 
The Smith Company 
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Hil I'm Alla Hashim, your NIKE Student Rep. It's my job to spotlight sports & NIKE knowledge on this campus for you. If there's something that 
you think is missing on this $portsPage or ,f you know of an EXTRAORDINARY non-Varsity athlete who deserves recogn ition, let M e know at 
alla.hashlm@nlke.com . .. If you want to talk to NIKE HQ directly, use: sports.page@nike.com. 
WOMEN'S 
IIASKETIAU/V 
AT CO,,S~ 
$TAT£ COUEGE 
S l09 PM 
MEN'S 
BASl(fTIAU/V 
ATCO,,,,. 
StATt COlUGt: 
7 JJ9 PM 
0 
IIASEIAU/V 
At SOcJfH[~ 
BATON ROuGC. l 00 PM 
WOMEN'S 
IIASICffLW/V 
AT Flo, 1,, • A&M UMVf t\i fY 
6 00 P"-4 
M(N'S 
8MUTIIAUN 
A' fU)I 10,. A&M U!\r"olf'4 T'I' 
130, .. 
IIAStllAU/V 
ATT\MMU 
c 00 PM 
M EN'S 
WIU5T\JNON 
AT )Atr,t(S MAO!~ U '-lr-.t:t~ TV 
l(IO PM 
M/W SWIMM!PfO 
6 DIVIHG/V 
USS '",'(). Ni Tlf ...... 
S(UTt<Ett-. STAflS ... c, .. ::( 
0tWP'IQM 
0 .Av,;;,)S(W co,ucr-
MEN.fS 
IIASlttnAU/V 
AT 8[114 \ ! 
(OOc:1,1.t,~ tau: 
•OOPM 
wn .. U/V 
Al T' · ·, 
I OOPJIA 
i ' l 
I 
i 
I 1----16=-----+----1=1=-----+---~1=s----1----1=9=-----+----=2"'0----+------,2""1;--- - -+- ---- ---,2.,2=-- -----1, 
M/W SWIMMIHG M/W SWIMMING MEN' S IIASEIIAU/V MEN'S 
&ulttnAUIV a OMHG/V a OMNO/V WIIUT\JNO/V ,u G£OtGE W.UH t.G ,, iN Noo"' 
WOMEN'S IIASKrTIAU/V USS $ENl()lt NATtONALS USS S( MOII NJ.no,u.i,.s Al U'+ vltSITY vs SO,....ttCA•:JL"'S'"'1 
Ul\r~tltS,fl SOVTHEtN STAT(S C0Nfltl:"-ct SOU1HE•H SlAlES CONfE,ENCl Of M.A.11'1'\AN'O VS SOU'TH CA-«•~A STA TT °" ,u TY 
b t GYM.100 PM 
INooo« TlACx/V 
Ck.\"4"0N1Hl'1 CHAM'10NSH•'1 
OA'.'OSON COlUGl OA\o'IOSON COULGC 
IIASEIAU/V WOMEN'S IIASKlTaAUIV 
AT ~E Al 0£U.WARl STATE U, 5 30 PM 
NOON MEN'S IIASICffLW/V 
INOOOlt TAACK/V Al 0£lAWAltE STATE U. 7 lO PM 
AT GEO~( MASO~ UNN(tSITY 
23 
INooo« 
Tu.CK/V 
MEACI~ 
~h()N~l,S 
GtUHSIOtO, NC 
24 
WOMEN'S 
IIASICffLW/V 
VS NOltlH CAltOI.I NA A& T 
au,, GYM. 600 JIM 
MEN'S 
IIASKEnAU/V 
VS. Not TM C.UOUNA A& T 
au~• GYM, a oo PM 
• 
Come to the February 
22 Men's Basketball 
game and watch the 
Bison take South 
Caro lina State 
University at Burr Gym 
at 9:00 PM. There will 
be NIKE giveaways . 
IM teams: Don't be 
surp rised to see me, 
your NIKE rep, at your 
events. Stay alert ... 
The NIKE running 
group is about to 
get live. Stay tuned. 
25 
MEN'S 
WttsruPfGN 
Al OlO DOU "-O~I 
Wlu<S 
26 
IIASUAu/V 
Af (>(a,; A SI n 
((10,U 
DO I NG 
27 
I T • • • 
28 
MfN'S 
WREST\JNON 
AT VA T(CH 
7 00,M 
ME.A.C 1~-. (.HAi.,Pt()k• ,s 
GtE£"1s,ot0. NC 
Bu" Gn.1 
900PM 
This time of year, the NBA and NCAA are in full 
motion. So is the Howard Intramural basketball season. If 
you're a basketball fan, you won't want to miss Howard 
IM's Faheem Mhageed. 
M hageed was p icked up this year by the Lion Hearts, 
who placed second in IM basketball last year. This season, 
the Lion Hearts' roster consists of M hageed, Shawn 
McCould, Paul Nicholas-Bowmar, Kim Robinson, Steve 
Curry, Kenya Hamilton, Mark McFaddon, and Vic Burrs. 
Wesley Gordan is the team's coach. 
Though Mhageed is too humble to label himself the 
team's best player, he's not afraid to say he's the most 
determined. "I can say that there is never anyone on the 
court who plays with more heart 1han I do," says the 6'3" 
forward from Minnesota. Heart enables _Mhageed to out· 
rebound players five and six inch?s taller than he is His 
senior year in high school, Mhageed's team won a state 
championship . At Howard, Mha~ed is p leased that he 
found an IM team that he says "runs a real team." The Lion 
Hearts maintain regularly scheduled practices. In games, they run set plays. A scphomore in the School of 
Fine Arts with a concentration in sculpture, Mhageed is no stranger to long hou·s and dedication. "I don't 
think there is anyone who can outwork this team," he says. 
CAMPUS CORRESPONDEN T: M ICHAEL SMITH 
lliE GOAL OF THIS Sl'ORtl;PAGE IS TO INFORM STUDENTS AOOUT S1'0RTS ON CAMPUS NIKE DOES NOT SPONSOR ANY VARSITY. INTAAMURAL OR CLUB SPORTS ON THIS CAMPUS AND THIS PAGE DOES<OT IN A>lY WAY IMPLY SUCH SPONSORSH1, 
' . 
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1ole11:ce secures 
SEX's closure 
A DOZEN ... ROSES? 
V-Day rush keeps florists on thei~ toes 
after gunshots rippled 
die IBEX nightclub Feb. 5 
Ida District police ofticcr. 
Jt~quickly called for 1he 
~A1enuc club\ 11nmedia1c 
~1arion Barry and 
ilX)()d activi,1s who lhc 
the IBEX nightcluh 
'tf need to close the 
club." 
- Eboni Ml/ls, 
Howard student 
d la<t wcel,. th.It the 
•-pbgucd club ,hu1 down 
~>- aflcr ii gunman ,hot 
master patrol officer 
TG1bson who \\as on duty 
,.. 
,,:i., \\1llling for a red light 
-pl A,enue in hi\ pohce 
bmlhe gunman. who had 
~bclcJ out of the club for 
~1or. rc1ne,cd a gun 
Iii car and opened fire on 
4IC e>cnang following 1he 
!, IBEX manager Ron 
called the incident 
.iutc:· and said the club 
• to the pub! ic and 1ha1 " 
11 hJppcn when you deal 
wrcbhc. 
'BEX is being used as a 
. llklr the lacl.. ofleader,hip 
rommunity," Green said. 
-i!apcompensating for 11." 
!\mtwo hour.. after Green\ 
ti\ Metropolitan Police 
;be IBEX and carried oul 
call for the club\ closing. 
.--oho! Beverage Control 
Board cited several liquor license 
violation, as lhe reason for lhe 
club's closing. 
"We can't allow 1his 10 continue," 
D.C. Police Chief Larry Soulsby 
said. ''There are innocent people 
being l..illed as a resuh of the kind 
of crowd these clubs anract." 
Pohcc found evidence of drag 
use in the club as well as a dead rat 
near 1hc service area. wluch 
viola1cs D.C. Heahh Department 
regulations 
Many Howard University 
Muden1s who have partied a1 the 
IBEX. have mixed reactions 10 the 
club\ closing. 
"l don·1 think 1he IBEX needs 10 
be closed." said Adrienne Aldmon, 
senior public relations major. "I 
thank there is a need for helter 
,ccurity and bcncr manngcment 
rather than a closing." 
''They need 10 close lhe club." 
said Ebom Mills, n ,ophomore 
psychology major. "Especially if 
they arc going 10 play go-go. I 
have seen people gel so upse1. they 
end up fighting n1 feMivals with go-
go:· 
Managers at the IBEX have hired 
expert, 10 help them formulaic 
solutions to curb violence in lhe 
nightclub. Mos1 of the suggestion, 
have been implcmcn1cd, bul have 
caused linle 11nprovemen1. 
"One of the only ways 1hat we 
m1gh1 be able 10 slop some 
violence is 10 cul ou1 lhe activi1ie., 
thal include people between the 
ages of 16 and 22." Green ,aid 
"Bui .1 move like 1ha1 \!.Ould 
exclude students who a11end 
Howard." 
"I was 1old during my freshman 
year that people gel shol al the 
IBEX," said Kymberli Lloyd, a 
sophomore poli1ical science major. 
"People wi II agitate you and force 
you 10 be violent." 
By Keya Graves 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
Today may be Valentine's Day, 
bu1 for many local florists. it has 
been Valeniine's Day for weeks. 
And while hundreds of people 
throughout 1he Metropolitan area 
scramble to place their orders 
before 1hc shops close 1onigh1, 
some florists say 1hey can't gel 
enough of lhc swce1es1 holiday of 
the year. 
In Mary Woods' Florist Shop in 
downtown D.C .. Karen Woods -
Mary's daughter - has her hands 
full. The phone hnsn·1 slopped ring-
ing for hour,, and customers jusl 
keep pouring in by the dozens 10 
place !heir orders for bouquets for 
1he ones 1hey love mos1. 
"Valeniine's Day is our busiest 
1ime of the year," Karen Woods 
said. "The orders jus1 keep on com-
ing one afler 1hc 01hcr. We 1ake 
about 537 orders jus1 in one day." 
While looking through these win-
dows filled wi1h Valentine's Day 
surprises. thoughts of how much 
1imc florists spend preparing 
arrangements usually docs nol 
come to mind. 
"We spend days preparing our 
window for Valentine's Day," 
Woods said. "We want to make 
sure ii stands ou1 from all the rest." 
She said 1ha1 somet imes cus-
tomers order yellow or while roses 
for Valentine's Day. bu1 mosl of the 
time people order red roses. lfthey 
order them from Woods, 1hey will 
pay S6S for a dcnen of red Madam 
Dclbar long slem roses. 
Woods said if the customer does 
no1 really want 10 spend $65 dol-
lars for bright red roses. 1hcy can 
always senle for a mixed flower 
arrangement which will only cost 
$25. 
"For I hose who want 10 be differ-
ent and stray away from lhe usual 
:mployers debate Ebonics issue 
&/ Bobby White 
Kllop Staff Wnter 
0,lland. Calif .. public 
,i,1cm ·s decision 10 use 
, as a teaching tool has 
lful) of debate and con-
l-cl.h nauonall} and local-
111 icl lhis is nothing more 
1 ·0.,uh 10 African A meri-
t le olhcrs rejoice in the 
,a of this dialect. 
, lhc 1mpac1 and opinion 
IIOll3.ls who come in con-
Ebonics is vaned. 
1i1~l 1'1c been dealing with 
. laid Sgt. Darryl Johnson 
'4<1ropoli1Jn Police Dcparl-
'I. a Ward 7 officer who 
'he Dis1ric1·s mosl crime 
reiaon. said 1hc anention 
i, ju\l a new spin to an 
ir Ebonics is nothing more 
~- and actually I take 1he 
--;,oflhis as an insuh." John-
son said. "I feel this issue degrades 
Blacl.. people and l 101ally don·1 like 
it.'' 
Other African Americans agree 
wilh Johnson's premise that Ebon-
ics is an insuh. but concede a per-
son's ability 10 speak standard Eng-
lish is an indicator of 1he level of 
educated that person has 
William Lee, area manager for 
Roy Roger's food chain. said the 
ability 10 communicate becomes 
more impor1an1 as you move up the 
"employment ladder." 
Lee said a hindrance on 1hm 
upward mobility is a person's abil-
ity to speak standard English. 
"When I used 10 be a manager al a 
Roy Roger's restaurant on 91h and 
V. a lot or professionals who were 
doctors. lawyers and were Black 
vi siled the store:• Lee said. ''These 
people spoke proper English and 
conversed with people who did 
not. There was a clear breakdown 
in communication, and wilh that 
breakdown frustration sci in. The 
employee looked a1 1he profes-
sional as being stuck up. while the 
. 
doctor or lawyer saw lhe Ebonie-
speaking employee as ignorant." 
However. Lee said there is a dual-
ity in 1he Ebonics issue. 
"\Vi1h me being Black. any prol>-
lcms which amount in a restau-
ram, 1 am usually the one to call on 
10 handle it," he said. "So when 1 
talk wilh the store's manager. we 
talk about on the same level. Word 
for word. jive 1alk and all. But 
when I am in 1he boardroom, 1 
handle myself there. 100:· 
Roxanne White. a personnel man-
agement specialist for 1he D.C. 
government, interviews hundreds 
or applicants for professional. 
administrati ,e. bluecollar and cler-
ical positions. White said a person's 
ability to ,peak standard English 
has a ,er, big affect on their job 
placemen!. 
"Depending on the position i1 
does have an affect.'' While said. 
"If 1hcy are applying for a blue 
collaror clerical job I look al skills, 
bul with a professional applicant. 
the ability to communicate is very 
important." 
ION!! 
. All prospective advertisers: The-
Hilltop Ad Deadline is the Friday 
~efore publication. Please help us 
· by bringing 
your ads in by 
5 p.m. on Friday's. 
Thank You 
Phoco by Betinda Vict<erson 
Juaneca Harris, from the Blossoms & Basil Florist, has her hands full this year keeping up with 
the Valentine's Day rush. 
red roses. 1 recommend thal 1hey 
ge1 our exotic arrangemen t," 
Woods said. "h's full of colorfu l 
wild exotic flowers. and lets some-
one see how special you really 
think they are." 
Woods said wild flower arrange-
ments can sometimes cos1 up 10 
$ 125. 
Johnnie Harris, owner or John-
nie's Florist on Georgia Avenue, 
said he has been an the floral busi-
ness for eight years. and he knows 
1hat if he wants 10 gel all his deliv-
eries ou1 on lime, he musl hire a1 
least 6 or 7 extra people to work on 
Valenti ne's Day. 
Harris said thal he has about 200 
deliveries on Valentine's Day. 
"Most of my customers want their 
sweethearts 10 have their surprise 
before 6 p.m .. so I need plenty of 
drivers 10 see thal my delivers arc 
made on 1ime," Harris said. 
Woods said because Valentine's 
Day can gel hectic. she hires six 
extra employees for the holiday, 
four extra drivers and 1wo extra 
florists. 
Mary Woods' Florist Shop opens 
bright and early on Valentine's Day. 
and the drivers head ou1 al about 6 
a.m. and don't Slop delivering until 
1hc job is complele. which usually 
ends al about midnight. 
Woods said she does take last 
minute orders. and will take orders 
on Valentine's Day as long as the 
customer is willing 10 pick up the 
order. 
"I don't turn away any customer 
on Valeniine's Day, and sometimes 
if they catch me al 5 a.m. 1ha1 
morning before my delivery guys 
head oul, they may gel pu1 on my 
lis1 of special delivers," Woods 
said. 
Harris said 1h01 most of his cus-
tomers are regulars 'a1 his shop and 
come to him. because of his exper-
tise. 
" I don't only make beautiful 
flower arrangemenis, I add special 
touches with my big teddy bears 
and balloons," Harris said. 
Roses from Johnnie's Florist cost 
$60 for a dozen in a vase, and 
$57.50 in a box. Teddy bears starl 
off at $6.95 and go up to abou1 $50. 
AMAZING JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!! 
Temporary and temp-to-hire positions available in prestigious law firms and national 
corporations in the Virginia, Washington, DC and suburban Maryland area. 
$$$ Gain valuable work experience and make extra money!!!$$$ 
Full-time day, evening and possible part-time flex hours available. 
Transportation is required for evening shift. 
Wages start at $8.00 and $9.00 an hour. 
Assignments include: 
• Document coder • Extract relevant data from documents and compose short 
summary into computer. Legal coding experience or education preferable. Must be 
able to type 45-50 wpm. 
• Production clerk - Filing, sorting, numbering, collating, bates stamping, page 
checking, photo-copying and quality control checking documents and other clerical 
tasks. 
• Video Quality Control Clerk -Review images from scanner to verify accuracy. 
• Document Scanner - Must have experience using a high speed image scanner. 
Must be proficient in Windows software. 
Fax Resume to: Special Counsel 202-776-0084 
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Watts under fire for calling Black leaders ''poverty pimps'' 
By Aprill Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After delivering the nationally 
televised GOP re;ponse 10 Presi-
dent Clinton's State of the Union 
Address last week. Rep. J.C. Wans. 
R- Okla., is under fire for charac-
terizing some popular Black lead-
ers as '"race-hustling poverty 
pimps." 
Wans. the only Black Republican 
in Congress. was also criticilcd for 
exploiting his position a, GOP 
spokesman to raise campaign cash. 
Unti l last week, Wan, was the 
new Republican "golden boy,'' cho-
sen to give a high-profile GOP 
response to the State of the Union 
and the Republican National Con-
vention'; keynote address. 
Watts wns bolstered by GOP lead-
ers in Congress, particularly House 
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga .. to 
help the party reach out to African-
American ,oters. 
Last week Wans defended harsh 
comments he made about Jesse 
Jackson and Marion Barry. 
In an interview published in The 
Washington Post on Feb. 4. Watts 
said he finds it hard to mask his 
contempt for "race-hustling pover-
ty pimps" like Jesse Jackson and 
Marion Barry. He said their careers 
are based on keeping Black people 
dependent on government. 
"They talk a lot about slavery," 
Watts said. "But they're perfectly 
happy to have just moved us to 
another plantation. What scares 
them the most is that Black people 
might break out of that racial group 
thing and start thinking for them-
selves." 
Watts said the quote was used out 
of context and that he used the term 
in a lengthy conversation wi th the 
reporter about some of the leader-
ship in the Black community, but 
not in reference to Jackson or Barry. 
Those remarks embarrassed 
House Speaker Newt Gingrich. R-
Ga., who had invited Jackson to sit 
with his wife, Marrianne. during 
Clinton's speech. 
Jackson reportedly telephoned 
Gingrich, who assured him Wans· 
reported comments did not reflect 
his or the party's views of Jackson. 
Jackson said he had spoken with 
Wans about the remarks because he 
found them to be '"unbecoming." 
"Mr. Gingrich disassociated him-
self from the statement and that is 
why I e lected to remain as his 
guest." Jackson said. 
Jackson called Watts· remarks 
"deeply offensive and beneath the 
dignity of the congressm.tn". 
But Wans' troubles did not end 
there. He was blasted by campaign 
finance reform activists for solicit-
File Photo 
Rep. J.C. Watts, R-Okla., delivered the response to President 
Clinton's State of the Union Address. 
ing supporters for c;unpaign dona-
tions based on his role as the offi-
cial spokesman of the GOP. 
Wu11s defended the two-page 
solicitation letter mailed out to 
6.000 supporters. brushing aside 
questions by directing attention to 
Clinton. 
.. we·ve got Bill Clinton prosti-
tuting the White I-louse to raise 
money and you guys are asking me 
about a fund-raising letter I sent to 
my constituents?" he asked 
reporters. 
Born Julius Caesar Watts in the 
city of Eufaula. Oklahoma, the 39-
year-old. form~r football star 
describes himself as a Black con-
servative struggling to convince 
America that the cure for social 
problems lies in themselves- not 
in government programs. 
.. Government can·1 ease all the 
pain," Wa11s said during his 
response to Clinton·s speech. " In 
fact, government rubs the wound 
raw, and makes the healing hanler." 
Watts is the fifth of six children of 
a father who was a seventh-grade 
dropout. He attended the Universi-
ty of Oklahoma. where he majored 
in journalism and was the star quar-
terback of the football team in the 
late 1970s and the eady 19' 
Wans is currently in his 
term of office, reprcscnliigti, 
District of Oklahoma, ~lB.. 
percent DemocraticandSS,-
White. His speech 11$1, 
echoed many Republican lb 
" I didn't get my valaei j 
Washington, I got mpl!11M 
my parents, from Budd) Ill 
Watts in Eufaula, Otli.' 
Wans said. "I got my niua, 
ing up in a Black neighlxxt;-
the E.~st Side or the ll1cb 
money was scarce but~ 
plentiful and love wauD":\ 
got my values from a Slltt.j\ 
ly, a strong church and 1 
neighborhood." 
Despite the controvtrs) .,. 
Watts would later find 11-
embroi led, as he addru;. 
nation, he held fast to his~ 
ment to championing Rip: 
and religious values. 1 
.. I was taught that chm, 
count, and tllat chancttt 
what's right when nooodj,l 
ing." he said. " I wasalsoiz,. 
I could do anything if I 
myself and understood my 11. 
and commitment." 
Panel debates pros, cons of U.S. prison 
system in Capitol Hill discussion Want to write for the 
National page? By Bobby White 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
TI1e mahogany seal of the United 
States of America, with the bald 
eagle's beak holding the message 
of '"e pluribus unim," was affixed 
to the wall as a panel discussed the 
issue of prisons. 
Torrence Johnson, who spent 17 
years in prison for fatally shooting 
two White police officers after 
a llegedly being beaten, said Amer-
ica should live up to its grundiose 
seals and proclamations and seek 
alternative... to prisons. 
"When I was incarcerated, the 
people I ran into expressed to me 
that embracing crime was a neces-
sity." Johnson said during a Capi-
101 Hill discussion on the American 
prison system. 'They didn't go out 
and commit crimes for fun.'" 
The discussion, sponsored by the 
National Council on Crime and 
Delinquency, centered around the 
debate over sentencing policies and 
the role of incarceration in helping 
to control crime. 
Johnson wa, jailed in 1976 and 
released early last year on parole. 
He said the issue of race is impor-
tant in the current prison system, 
which is 51 percent Black. while 
Blacks make up only 12 percent of 
the population. He questioned 
whether the money used to build 
prisons could be better used in a 
system to deter crime and rehabil-
itation. 
Rep. William McCollum, R-Fla., 
said locking up convicted criminals 
w,ll> a solution for curbing the flow 
or crime. 
"If a juvenile is tried as an adult 
and subsequently convicted of a 
violent crime, he should be locked 
up and the key thrown away," 
McCollum said. McCollum said 
the majority of prisoners are repeat 
offenders. He said the idea that 
imprisonment should be used as a 
tool of rehabilitation is .. just not 
working.'" 
McCollum said America spends 
only a small amount of money on 
prhons. citing statistics that show 
federal and state governments 
spend roughly three percent of their 
total budget on courts and correc-
tion,. 
In contrast, he said. 14 percent is 
spent on education. seven percent 
on the environment and si~ percent 
on welfare. 
"We spend only a tiny fraction of 
state and federal dollars on our jus-
tice system." McCollum said. 
But Christopher Baird, vice-pres-
ident of NCCD disagreed. arguing 
that the majority of the statistics put 
forth by McCollum \\ere shaped by 
politics. 
Baird said their conclusion should 
be based on science. 
"These studies represent ideolo-
gies and politics," Baird said. 
"Whatever those who publish these 
studies want their message to say 
it docs. They don't look at factors 
outside of the spectrum of the 
study. They don't look at other fac-
tors such as the socioeconomic 
effects and the phenomenon of cur-
rent trends." 
Baird said the studies are not 
accurate because other factors such 
as new imprisonment laws and 
advances in crime reporting were 
not taken into account. Baird also 
said that statisticians also need to 
take into account the urbanization 
of America, which causes crime to 
be more prevalent in big cities. 
But Michael Block, a former head 
of the U.S. Sentencing Commis-
sion, disagreed with Baird. He said 
prison conditions are not bad 
enough 10 deter crime. 
'"The risks of being arrested are 
not spectacularly high, and even if 
you arc arrested, the probabilities 
of actually going to prison is low, .. 
Block said. "We need 10 raise the 
probabilities of those who do crime 
National leaders address Black 
issues in higher education forum 
By AprIII Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Black women should assen them-
selves and be more conscious of 
their gender and race. an audience 
was told at a forum ,pom,ored by 
Black Issues in Higher Education 
last week. 
Dorothy Height, president and 
CEO of the National Council of 
Negro Women, told participants in 
a program titled "Beyond The 
Dream IX, The Wisdom Of Our 
Elders. The Eagerness Of Those Tu 
Follow," Black women need to step 
up their efforts to empower them-
selves. 
.. For 100 long African-American 
women have been so consumed 
with racism. we have tended to 
accept what we shouldn't accept," 
Height said. "We are told solely 
about the race issue and never 
about the gender issue." 
Height said Black women should 
initiate their own feminist move-
ment. such as the National Orga-
nization of Women. 
··1 think Black women absolute-
ly need a femi nist movement,'· 
Height said. '"Done together, in an 
organized fashion. we can get our 
own agenda. We can get together as 
sisters." 
"Black Issues in Higher Educa-
ti on," a bimonthly publication 
based in Fairfax. Va .. sponsored the 
program focusing on the concerns 
of Blacks in higher education Feb. 
6. 
Also speaking on Black women's 
issues was Patricia Reid-Merritt, a 
professor at Richard Stockton State 
College in Pomona, N.J .. and 
author of the book ' •Sister Power." 
Reid-Merritt, who teaches social 
work and African-American stud-
ies. also urged Black women to 
remain aware of race and gender 
issues when pursuing their goals. 
.. As Black women. if we want to 
be successful we must never go 
into a room with our eyes closed," 
Merritt said. "We must always be 
aware of race and gender. nnd we 
must always be in a position of 
readiness so when the opportunity 
presents itself we will be ready to 
take it." 
The program, held in the Cham-
ber of Commerce building, was 
broadcast live while panelists field-
ed questions from the studio audi-
ence and telephone callers from 
around the nation. 
In a segment titled "'Researching 
and Bringing Light to History," 
John W. Franklin, Folk Life ai1d 
Cultural studies curator of the 
Smithsonian Museum, spoke on 
educating the Black child. 
Franklin said Black History 
Month is important, but Black chil-
dren must learn of others· l:istori-
cal background as wel l. 
·'Black history month teaches 
children Black history. but we 
should make sure that all Ameri-
cans know each other's history." 
Franklin said. 
Al Freeman Jr., a Howard Uni-
versity drama professor, spoke dur-
ing the segment, ··Blacks 111 the 
Entertainment Industry." 
"I have been in the entertainment 
industry for over 30 years," said 
Freeman. whose screen and televi-
sion credits include ... Once upon a 
Time When We Were Colored." 
"'The Cosby Show" and .. Malcolm 
X." .. Since my start I have seen 
much growth and expansion as far 
as the Black actor is concerned." 
Freeman shared the panel with 
Franco Harris, a record-setting 
Hall of Fame running back for the 
Pittsburgh Pirates. Harris, who is 
now a successful business owner 
and recently graced the cover of 
Black Enterprise magaz.ine, said 
he is appalled by the negative por-
trayal of Black athletes in the 
media. 
" If you turn on the TV, a negative 
image is given to Black athletes. 
because all that is shown is the 
wrongdoings of the Dallas Cow-
boys or of Dennis Rodman." Har-
ris said. •·n1e truth of the mailer is 
that they make up five percent the 
other ninety-five percent of the 
athletes are good people." 
and actually do the time:• 
D.C. Councilman Harold Brazil 
also anended the discussion to seek 
advice on how to curb the violence 
in the nation's capital. 
"The real life experience of Mr. 
Johnson gave life to the statistics, 
which everyone one else was 
speaking of," Braz.ii said. ·'He has 
a real keen perspective on the 
issue:· 
Call Natalie Hopkinso 
at 806-6866. 
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Cub·ans outraged by U.S. tactics to oust 
Fidel Castro through monetary incentives 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
~ghout the last 38 years. the 
S government has used 
111rous 1ac1ics - including 
110n cigars and an invasion 
tl'1ljll in 1961 - 10 ou\l Cuban 
,iltr Fidel Cas1ro. . 
,1 efforts having foiled. the U.S 
DOV. 1rying a new approach: 
-ic incentivel>. 
tccently, 1he Clinton 
-1niwa1ion released plans to 
111Cub:1 up 10 $8 billion in United 
and other international aid as 
11111 11 begins its transition 
uni democracy, with one 
<lhuon. 
>;oCas1ro. 
bslung1on officials claimed 1he 
111, e.,pcct~d to Ix broadcast in 
~11h 10 Cuba over 1he U.S.-
IIIXd Radio Marti m Miami. was 
not deMgned to invoke a revolution. capable of turning us into slaves markets, privatization, education, Kittlaus said. Wil liams, member of the Socialist 
Some critics agree. again ." infrasttucture, media and other Eric Rubin, assistant press Party in Washington. 
"II is an open inviiation to the This aid proposal is based on the fundamen ta ls of democratic, secretary in the National Security Williams said Cuba is a 101 more 
Cuban people to overthrow !he two-part plan of1he Helms-Burton capitalist states. Counci ls office, said ahhough no democratic than many countries. 
government, but it will not have 1hat law passed lasl March, 1igh1ening Many U.S. organizalions . say 1hat one can predict when Cuba will "They hold mee1ings in fac1ories 
effec1," said Wayne Smith. senior the embargo on Cuba after Havana Washington's plan is legi1ima1e. become democra1ic, Washing1on and lake decisions in 1he in1eres1 of 
fellow at 1he Cen1cr for sho1 down two U.S.-based planes Ann Kittlaus, senior press officer maintains 1ha1 ii wi ll happen. the working people. Thai is wha1 
lnterna1ional Policy and former r:-------------, al the United S1a1es Agency for "We promote democracy all over drives the Cuban people." William 
chief of 1he U.S. lntercs1 Sec1ion in "What most angers us is ln1erna1ional Development, said 1he 1he world. II is our policy 1ha1 said. "What America hales is 1he 
Havana. "The plan i& irrelevant. that they are trying to buy Uni1ed S1a1es 1s conveying 10 democracy is better 1han idea that working people can hold 
The Cuban people will not us,,, Cubans that America is ready to dictatorship," Rubin said. "We political power. They hate Cuba's 
overthrow 1he government in hope, work wi1h them. believe 1hat the regime in Cuba will example tha1 there is another 
of gettmg aid. They have seen what •• Fidel Castro, Cuban "We wan1 to tell them 1hat when ultimately die, it will no! survive." approach outside of capitalism 1ha1 
happened with aid before." President 1hey are in a transitory mode, they The report said the proposed works." 
In a rally held Jan. 28 to mark the '::---,---,,:c-:---:--,,..----,-J will no! be left alone," Kinlaus said. support for a democratic 1ransition Smith, an expert on Cuba, said the 
144th anniversary of Cuba's flown by Cubans in exile over 1he "We are ready 10 use our resources in Cuba will be released only if idea of a group of people who do 
independence hero, Jose Marti, Florida Straits. and expertise to help them make Congress approves it, and Cuba has 001 know anything aboul Cuba, and 
Castro denounced the U.S. plan. This stage is referred to as Title 11 that transition." a transition government commined Cubans in exile who have not been 
calling it "Machiavellian" and of the bi ll that requ ired 1he Kinlaus said that the proposal to 1he establishment of a fully in Cuba more than 40 years. 
declaring to Washing1on that Cuba administralion to prepare a plan for does no1 in any way incite democratic pluralistic society. making p lans for a Cuba af1er 
is not for sale. U.S and international aid to Cuba, revolu1ion, bu1 instead does the Some cri1ics say this is another Cas1ro is absurd. 
"What most ttngers us is thnt they followi ng an end to Castro's 37- opposite. U.S. campaign to des1roy Cuba. "Our [U.S] policy 10ward Cuba is 
arc 1rymg to buy us," the 71-year- year-old rule. "When you live with unccriainty "It is not a question of human an acme embarrassment," Smilh 
old president said. "There is not The 25-page plan p roposes 1here is more chance for upse1. We rights, bu1 one of which class holds said. 
strength or money in the world projec1s designed 10 support free are trying to avoid connic1," poli tica l power," said Brian 
Mali makes progress as a democracy under new leadership 
By George Nyabuga 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
~tbn prc,iden1. Alpha Oumar 
,urc. visited Washington 
$!!'II) to solicit funds 10 rebuild 
MCllUllUY and discu,s the progress 
~ We!>t Afncan na1ion since he 
l o,cr from the au1ocrn1ic 
fhe )ear; ago. 
, a lcynote address al the 
Forum World Center in 
&Ion. Va .. Konare outlined 
..e, plagmng Africa, including 
,,;1 freedom and connic1 
i,c1Jpmcn1. 
':thlps history will not Judge 
• hlrshly for 1ransforming his 
:cl!} from a dic1a1orship 10 a 
=cy where basic freedoms 
~rc;pccted. 
•lliough Konare was part of the 
,ooc mili1ary regime before his 
,wion as minbter of Youth. 
'Jtl, Am and Culture in 1982, 
•Jrc has now embraced 
ta0CT1cy totally and respec1s the 
.x:1 !lu1 accompany it. 
ildfoli people are now free 10 
.est \\hat they wani and say 
'.llhcy do not like. Now !here is 
"'IOCl1cy," Konare said. "People 
'l) the basic freedoms. like 
:tdom of expression. Malians 
have taken advantage of the 
democratic process." 
Konnre promised foirelcc1ions in 
April 10 be supervised by an 
independent electoral commission. 
"The elections will be peaceful 
[and] 1ransparent. We wa11110 be a 
true democracy;· Konnre said. 
Though Mali became independent 
in 1960. after 62 years of French 
rule, 11 was not en1irely free. 
For eigh1 years the country 
languished under Modibo Keiia ·s 
communist and mili1ary rule until 
Gen. Moussa Traore 1oppled him. 
The economy almost crumbled as 
1'raore and his family amassed 
enormous wealth. destroyed 
education and deprived civil 
servants of pay for months. 
After months of riots, popu larly 
known as the March Revolu1ion, 
Konare finally seized power in 
1992. 
"Now we are seeing !he results of 
democracy, like increased 
inves1ment and people have 
confidence in our country," Konare 
said. 
"\Ve are experiencing peace after 
having problems for a long time.'' 
Konare said African countries 
should embrace democracy 
because it is the answer to conflicts 
afnic1ing some countries. 
especially Nigeria, Zaire, Rwanda 
and Burundi. 
"Democracy is not leading to 
conflicts as some leaders believe," 
he said. "In fac1 the only 
prescrip1ion against conflicts in our 
contineni is democracy." 
111c 46-year-old president said his 
government has heavi ly promo1ed 
freedom of the press. something 
unseen prior to his leadership. 
"Since the first democratic 
elections in Mali in 1992, no 
3ournalis1 has been arrested for 
wri1 ing wha1 1hey feel. We have 
opened up," Konaresaid. "We have 
over 50 rad io stations now 
compared to on ly one before 1992. 
We have dozens of newspapers 
too:' 
The economy has improved 
through economic measures also. 
Konare said. 
"We embraced a free marke t 
economy and we have had 
rnuctural adjustment programs for 
years.'' he said. "The results give us 
hope. We have managed to reduce 
foreign deb1. raise incomes and we 
have never fallen back on paying 
our debts which. however, remain a 
big burden 10 our economy." 
Konnre said although salaries 
~ew director leads Peace Corps 
into new countries, next century 
By Ablo le He yliger 
Hilltop Staff Wnter 
~January 1961. Prci.ident John 
(. f Kennedy made a pronuse "to 
~ peoples in the hut, and vil-
.,'llof half the globe struggling 
~!rtalc the bonds of mass misery." 
'iut)-si~ )'CarS, 131 countries and 
1;10S1 150.000 volun1eers later. 
lie lfnited States Peace Corps is 
LI as commined 10 this pledge 
o!iy. 
P!aceCorps director Mark Gear-
n !hares Kennedy's vision and 
~ 10 con1inue the 36-)'Car-old 
lll1tion of service well into 1he 
10.1 century and beyond. 
tndtr Gcaran's leadership, this 
iai's Peace Corps Volunteers will 
m!I 10 new countries, beginning 
•Cb South Africa. 
e "The real excitement that sur-
roimds thc Peace Corps communi-
~ibou1 South Africa, is that it's a 
liuoric entry - Pence Corps [has I 
'IC\"trscrvcd there before," Gearan 
Im. 
A special celcbra1ion of 1he PC-
Soulh Africa mission. which fea-
llll!d an address by 1he Rev. Jesse 
Jactson. was held yesterday in 
ibl'Vd's Blackburn Center. 
Gearan, the 141h Peace Corps 
duictor. appoinled Howard alum-
llU$,Earl Ya1es to be lhe fin, t Pence 
Corps country director in Soulh 
Africa. Ya1cs wa, chosen from a 
number of lop in1erna1ional man• 
l&tn because of his developmcn-
llland project management ski lls. 
including his know ledge about 
Soolh Africa. 
"(Yau:s) is a real leader. His per-
lJrmance has already been extra-
File Pholo 
Direct o r Merk Geara n brings 
a career of public service to 
the Peace Corps. 
ordinary," Gearan said. Ya1cs. 
already in South Africa. will join 
U.S. vice pres ident Al Gore in 
greeting the PCVs upon their 
arrival Feb. 15. 
Gearan traveled 10 South Africa 
to wi1ness Gore and South African 
Depu ty President Thabo Mbeki 
sign the agreement 1ha1 officially 
estab lished the PC program in 
South Africa in December 1995. 
Gearan wanted to ensure future 
volunteers' concerns about work-
ing in a country only recently freed 
from 1he chains of apartheid could 
be laid 10 res!. He said "at every 
step of the way, South Africans 
themselves have been very excited 
to have Peace Corps volunteers 
serving there." 
Gearan, who once served as the 
deputy chief of staff and commu-
nications director for President Bill 
Clinton, said that PCVs will work 
1oge1her with South Africans dur-
ing this critical time of growth and 
change. 
"Soulh Africa is succeeding, and 
ii must continue to succeed, (for) 
the whole government, [ and for 
the] unity and transformation 
that's going on," Gearan said. 
The Peace Corps is going 
through ils own transformation. 
The director noted Peace Corps' 
increased efforts to recruit m inori-
ties from college campuses, such 
as Howard University. Gearan said 
diversity is one of his top priori-
ties. 
" I think we will only fully com-
p lete the mission of the Peace 
Corps and really do what the Peace 
Corps set out to do, if we send a 
corps of volunteers 1ha1 reflects 
the rich diversity of our own coun-
try," Gearan said. "We're working 
hard to make sure 1ha1 students a1 
his1orica lly Black colleges and 
others are aware of the tremendous 
opportunities that exist in the 
Peace Corps." 
C.D. Gli n, a Howard graduate, 
class of '96, was one such stu -
denl. He is the only volun1eer from 
Howard going on 1his first PC-
Sou1h Africa mission . 
Gearan said 1he Peace Corps of 
the 21s1 ceniury will now include 
a crisis corps, consisting of expe-
rienced volunteers who will work 
short-term assignments, offering 
humanitar ian assistance during 
vari ous crises, including natural 
disasters. Gearan also hopes to 
work wi1h o the r countries !hat 
have Peace Corps-like agencies. "I 
think I have the best job in Wash• 
ington!" 
n-f!~1 
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Melian Pres ident e m phasizes h is country's co mmitme nt to democracy. 
Photo b)'Geo<ge Nyabuga 
have remained low, the government 
was trying to raise them . 
"We have done a lot 10 raise 
salaries," he said. "We will not, 
however. distribute things (money) 
we do not have just because we are 
nearing the polls." 
Konare also said though Mali is 
behind in information technology, it 
will soon be connec1ed to the 
lnterne1. 
"We are trying 10 get into the 
information superhighway and 
Internet. We hope America will 
help us ge1 1here so that it is not 
alone there." 
Get in touch with the world! 
Write for the International ·,_:_ 
page. 
Call Ndimyake at 806-8666. 
With the trend for the 21st century firmly rooted in communications, a career with MCI is 
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professional, we want to talk with you. 
As a world-class company, MCI offers excellent benefits and compensations. If you're 
ready to use your edut ation to impact the future, con-
tact your Career Services office for more information 
about our on-campus information sessions and inter-
views in the spring. MCI is proud to be an equal 
opportunity employer, M/ F /D/V. 
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EDITORIAL • 
THE HILLTOP 
Since 1924 
Watts niisguided -with 
his attack on Black 
politicians 
Perhaps J.C. Watts thought Black America would be 
proud. The Oklahoma congressman was selected by the 
Republican contingent of Congress to deliver a rebunal 
to President Clinton's State of the Union address. 
Republican Party candidates claimed that they were 
trying to broaden their appeal. 
But if the Republicans had any hope of Watts' party 
line response garnering more support for them in the 
Black community, that hope was dashed by an 
impromptu attack Wans launched on Jesse Jackson and 
Marion Barry. 
seemed out of step with the Black community 
and many times had the appearance of being a 
rebel without a cause. 
Yet, we question Watts· right to make such an 
assessment of Black leadership. Watts is a man who has 
made a career out of taking positions that are almo.,t 
always against the interests of Black people. 
There is much irony in Watts' selection by the 
Republicans 10 give the rebunal. Watts and his cronies 
claim colorblindness, however they have done 
During an interview with The 
Washington Post , Watts launched 
into a thinly veiled assault on 
Jackson and Barry in which he 
called them ''race-hustling poverty 
pimps." Watts then compounded 
Our View: 
everything in their power 10 disman1le 
Affirma1ive Ac1ion. Republican 
leaders selec1ed Watts so 1ha1 1hey 
could projec1 an image of diversi1y. 
Colorblindness? Try Affirmative 
Ac1ion. 
J.C. Watts Is a Black 
puppet for the Republi• 
can establishment. 
the situation by first writing a letter to Jesse 
Jackson Jr. (D-111.) in which he denied that he had 
attacked Jackson Sr. and Barry. Yet when the Post 
questioned him about it later. he did not deny that 
he attacked the two. 
The Hilltop has dished out our share of harsh 
words against Black leadership. In fact. we do 
not wholly disagree with Wans' estimation of the 
pair. For almost 20 years Barry has presided 
over one of the nation's most troubled cities 
without much success. Jackson, meanwhile, has 
The Republicans consistently invoke 
morals and family values in their speeches. Ye1, when 
poli1icians supporl concepts thnl benefil them, and rally 
againsl them when they do no1 - where is the 
morality? 
The Republicans arc in no posirion 10 cri1icize the 
Black community. This includes J.C. Wans. who 
1hrough his action has essenually abandoned 1he Black 
community. New1 Gingrich undersiands this. Thar's 
why he issued a disclaimer afler Wans· anack on 
Barry and Jackson; it's a pi1y 1hat Watts does nol share 
his bosses' unders1anding. 
Howard's plans for Fine 
Arts damages tradition 
of Black art 
Graduaiing seniors in 1he Col lege of Fine Arts have 
one 1hing on 1heir minds as convocation draws near. 
While i1 seems some are busy finishing up their las1 li:w 
credi1 hours, 1hose who walk 1he line 1his year won'1 
have much to look back on. 
The Strnlegic Framework for Aclion ha< not only 
signaled 1he dea1h knell for the only hb1orically Black 
College of Fine Arts in the nation, bul it has qui1e 
possibly deal I a blow to a diverse tradi1ion of African-
American performing arts. 
Wi1h figures such as Lois Mailou Jones. Zora Neal 
Hurs1on and Lynn Whi1tield once gracing 1he halls of 
The fingers flew in all direc1ions again. President 
Swygert s1a1ed 1ha11hede1ails of a presumed "s1ra1egic" 
plan would be worked oul when the office of lhe 
Provos1 was tilled. 
Now Provosl Garibaldi 1ells the tine arts students 1ha1 
he's not the one in charge - unnamed personnel on 
ambiguous planning committees will be 1he main 
designers of 1he changes a1 1he College of Fine Arts. 
The vision of tine arts becomes as clear as a summer 
day in Los Angeles. 
The Framework. 1ha1 ominous yel shadowy plan for 
ac1ion whose name has been elevated 10 lhe s1a1Us of 
a Cons1i1u1io11, has the po1ential Lulu Childress Hall, 1he Fine 
Arts alumni rosier reads like a 
Who's Who of African 
Americans in the arts. 
Our View: for making Howard the mos1 
Howard jeopardizes its monopofy signitic.,ni Black universi1y in 
on African-American artists by ihe world. . . 
Bui s1uden1s in the College of 
Fine Ans should have been 
prepared for this. Allhough 
merging the schools. Bui d1smanthng an ,con of 
blacl education such as the 
College of Fine Arts mars 1he 
major repair work was done to the building las1 
semes1er, resources such as a photo lab for professors 
and >1udents have received minimal supporl funds 
from the University al besl. 
Recent anempts 10 inform alarmed students abou1 lhe 
fu1urc of the school has resuhed in stale conversa1ion 
with responses from 1he Universi1y fain1ly reminiscent 
of pre-recorded public service announcements. 
If the dry recep1ion of 1he concerns of 1he fine am 
s1udents at last semester's Town Hall meeling can be 
considered bureaucra1ic run-around, this week's 
discussion mee1ing with Provosl Garibaldi wa:; pure 
smoke screen. 
aims. 
As 1he only tine arts college a1 an HBCU, Howard 
University has a clear monopoly in 1he field oftine arts. 
able 10 cull from 1he masses of college-bound students 
the cream of the crop of Black ar1is1s. 
Coupled wi1h a strong inlerdisciplinary program of 
African studies and an interna1ional s1uden1 body. the 
Fine Arts program has 1he potential 10 become a cenler 
for African arts s1udies. 
A renaissance approach 10 Fine Aris is an excellent 
idea; after all 1his is a universi1y. Bui 1he fac1s are such 
an in1egrntion of curriculum already exists. Any 
revisions should be jus1 tha1. 
Students running for 
office must be informed 
General Assembly elec1ions were recen1ly pos1poned various schools and colleges, especially 1hose nol 
to allow more 1urnaround time for graduate and localed on the main campus, wru, insufticien1. Bui does 
professional s1udents in1eres1ed in running for offices. 1ha1 excuse those interested in running for office from 
Those s1udents calling for the postponemenl argued 1ha1 reading the campus paper? No. 
lhe no1ices placed in The Hilhop were And no, The Hi l llop is not the 
001 sufticien1 notice because they do Our view: Howard studenl's only source of news 
no1 read 1he paper. It Is a shame that and informa1ion concerning s1udents 
Imagine if a candida1e for mayor of Howard students run• and the universi1y. But it is a vi1al one, 
the Distric1 of Columbia reques1ed ning for office are too and forstuden1 government candidates 
that elections be pushed back because busy to read the campus no1 to read it - a1 least occasional ly 
he did no1 see a no1ice in the ci1y's newspaper - is a disgrace. 
daily newspaper announcing the filing • So. if you arc planning to run for 
date. How much would you be willing 10 1rus1 the office, make sure you pick up The Hilllop somelime. 
governing prac1ices of a mayororo1her elected official If you are planning 10 vole for a parlicular office, be 
who does not even look at lhe newspaper? Nol much. sure 10 hold your candida1e accountable. 
Perhaps adver1ising 1he upcoming elec1ions in TI1e And in case you miss the nexl few issues of The 
Hilhop wi1hou1 placing flyers in 1he buildings of 1he Hilllop, elec1ion day is March 18. 
W E W ELCOME YOUR L ETTERS AND COMMENTS 
THE HILLTOP encourages yo11 to share your views, opinions a11d ideas. We publi."1 
material addressed to 11s, and routinely edit letters for space and style. Letters ns well a; cce 
111e11taries 11111st be typed signed will, {111/ nddresses and telepho11e numbers. 
TJ,e opinions expressed on the Editorial Pnge nre solely the views of the Editorial BauJ 
and do not reflect the opinions of Howard University, its ad111i11islration, THE HILLTOP&-.:; 
or the students. 
Please address letters and comments to: 
Editorial Editor 
THE Hll..LTOP 
2251 Sherman Ave. NW. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
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PERSPECTIVES 
Roward falls short 
!Il preparing students 
0.,1d Muhammad 
llltop Columnist 
a my last column. I wrote that 
,past semester has been one of 
1D)Slapa1hetic since I've been 
&1>'31'd. The past 1wo editions 
·!'le Hilhop have deah with the 
-!JmllllCC of Howard's student 
GM1Cnt and elections for next 
u·, student leaders are 
-,,.clung. With all this in mmd, 
,:!Id 10 look at "hot leadership 
:Jy ii and how we :u Howard 
~-
llmyof us have a dis1or1cd view 
,'31 leadership is supposed to 
• leadership is not a big title. bu1 
FJlllC desire to serve the peo-
~)OU ha,e been selected to lead. 
'It pta1cs1 leaders nre the best 
'mr!. And the one we should 
ltilllowing is God. He gave us 
eumple of Jesus to emulate. 
~ said lei those who desire to 
icalers be the best servants. So 
.c11 you are ready 10 humble 
1:ldfin service 10 your people, 
,\sttk to lead. 
( JI'-' e~amine our motive for 
c\,q leadership position~. Is it 
,nc or 10 feed our vanity and 
lndcrship isn't lording over 
•people. Leadership involves 
.:=dttional love for a people 
• IIIJ)' hate you for trying 10 
liplllem. 
~ of 1he mos1 important 
'!'!dicnisoflendcrship is vision. 
locriprures say 1ha1 without 
111.dle people will perish. If we 
~no ,i,ion of where we are 
10 lead, then we will go 
~ 
.si look al Howard. It's true 
•Im has been a severe lack of 
mihip on this campus. This 
( Ides elected student leaders, 
c::i,1ra1ors, faculty and 1he 
~y students. We can not 
a cdicrs when we have done 
.;;cg ourselves. 
,;rd is a sleeping giant with 
)pitmlial 10 move the entire 
'ii. We are an ins1i1ution filled 
~ 1hc most in1ellec1ual. 
~. diverse and energized 
~ minds in the world. Bui 
Al of using this strength as a 
.il111 for the global Black 
IIIIIUI)\ "e basically waste our 
~ISiaon building someone 
ill'Orld. 
.ia I am no1 running for office 
11,w, I can give my ideas for 
•tis uni,-crsity can be changed 
C op101tspoten1ial. President 
ad Swygert 's Iheme for his 
,:sn!eocy is "Leadership for 
··erira." Yes, Howard must 
'.'llx,elcadcrs fort his nation, but 
• Ille world as well. The 
'dnion of Black people is 
'"!!lldous and is deteriorating 
l'J!er. Howard can play a large 
tillclunging that reality. 
fus1, we must make a 
":mitmcnt to excellence. We 
~ merely have students come 
:::e 10 memorize facts and 
~Spencer 
regurgitate them on an exam in 
order to receive a piece a paper that 
cerli fies them to work for 
Corporate America. We must 
bring out of 1he students the 
greatness that God has placd in all 
of us. This is what education truly 
means. 
Education should mean more 
than just a good job. We m_ust lake 
what we learn 10 fuel our 
independence. This is a mind sci 
thn1 must be instilled into students 
when they get 10 Mowan!, so our 
orien1ntion mus1 be restructured 
to empower students. 
Our relationship with the 
community must drnstically 
improve. We must no1 shut 
ourselves oul to !lie surrounding 
community. Plans 10 build a gate 
around the university are absurd. 
The Black community is in dire 
need of resources that the 
University has. Why 1101 sel hours 
for serious minded individuals of 
the community to use the computer 
facilities and on-line services. 
Why no1 provide a GED and aduh 
education programs. This should 
be an inst i1u1ion whose major goal 
is to uplift the community. 
The curriculum should be 
revitalized, where students would 
have a mandatory credited class in 
community service. 
We can no1 claim 10 be a Black 
school, but be dictated by others on 
how 10 run the University . 
Leadership is principled. So even 
if something is fiscally beneficial 
for Howard. if ii i~ unprincipled, 
then we must act accordingly. If 
Minister Louis Fnrrakhan·s 
presence on campus might make 
some donors withdraw their 
supporl, bu1 he is the proven 
preeminent Black leader, we 
should open our doors with pride 
to lel him speak. 
Fear clouds our ability to reason. 
Our resources must improve as 
well. We have made great Mrides 
in advancing our 1cchnology. but 
we sti II have a long way 10 go. Our 
library musi come up lo par. We 
need the la1es1 books. reference 
materials. computer systems and 
services to compete in this fas1-
paced world. 
I could go on forever with what 
we need 10 do as an institution, bu1 
essen1ially we must move toward 
developing siudents' capacity 10 
create in order to assume 
leadership roles in their own 
institutions. We must provide the 
community with the resources it 
lacks and become the center of a 
global movement for the 
improvement of our people. 
S1uden1s are the only people who 
have the lime, resources and 
intellect to maintain a meaningful 
movement 1ha1 can affect real 
change. Students have always been 
the spark of mass movements 
across the world. Without students 
in the Civil Rights Movement, 
there would have been no 
movement. Wi1hou1 students, there 
would have been no Black power 
movemen1. Most siudents do nol 
have families of their own nor 
commitments 10 a daily job. A 
university also includes specialists 
in various fields who form the 
seeds of a nation. Although we 
may think of ourselves as 
insignificani. this is all why we are 
so special, but are squandering are 
potential. 
8e-~ore ''"' 
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Freshman disappointed 
with ''Howard experience'' 
During my senior year of high 
school. I received a promo1ional 
video from Howard University. The 
video had s1uden1s who spoke of 
1he qui111essen1ial essence. pride 
and sense of community 1ha1 
lloward had 10 offer. I was excited 
about applying to one of the mos1 
respected Black univen.ities in the 
coun1ry. 
There were folks in my southern 
Florida 1own who knew of Howard 
and would say. "You're going 10 
Howard? That's a great school!" In 
my eyes, Howard couldn't go 
wrong. Outside of D.C .. I would 
say this university has some excel-
lent sales people. 
Now. I am here. My freshman 
year at the '·Mecca." I was disap-
poimed when I found that every-
thing and everyone wasn't as pol-
ished as it appeared in the video 
and brochure. I wanl 10 share with 
you 1he evems, observations and 
feelings I experienced during my 
first semester as a Bison. 
As I stood in one of 1he many 
lines during rcgistrn1ion this past 
fall. I stood nexl to parenls who 
were frus1ra1ed, freshmen who 
were anxious and returning s1u-
den1s who were no1 1he least bit 
surprised. 
I would hear 1he excuses for the 
waits and bad service as. "Didn't 
you know you were al a Black 
school?'' "Whal is tha1 supposed 10 
mean?" I would ask. Apparcn1ly, 
institutions wi1h a large African-
American population have 1he 
right 10 use what is called C.P. 
Time (Colored People's Time}. 
which allow, a program or process 
10 be late jusl because we are Black 
- I'm assuming. 
Once I obtained my cl:isscs and 
after three days of waiting in long 
lines- one for the cashier. one for 
financial aid, one for scholarships, 
one for vouchers and s1uden1 ID 's 
- I, 100. had my validation slick-
er. 
My biggest frustration was trying 
10 understand why students lake 
1he back seal when ii comes to 
their needs? I think 1he siaff in 
some of 1he adminis1ra1ive offices 
neglect the fact that s1uden1s "pay" 
to be here. Why do some of 1he 
employees ac1 as if 1he studen1s are 
an inconvenience when their job is 
to ru;sist us? Just because we are 
young people does no1 give the 
adminis1ra1ion 1he "go ahead'' to 
disrespect us and dismis~ our con-
cerns. 
Prime e~ample: I remember Pres-
idem Swygert's welcoming speech 
during orien1n1ion. I recall him 
saying something 10 1he effect, 
"The door and the phone lines arc 
open ... paren1s and students call if 
you need us." He mus1 have repeal-
ed 1he phone number twice -806-
2500. 
In November, I called. I wen1 to 
the fourth floor of 1he adminis1ra-
1ion building 10 schedule an 
appointment 10 express my con-
cerns about Howard's image and 
discuss why I was considering 
transferring. I go1 1he appoinlment 
and could no1 wail to mee1 with the 
man himself. A week later, 30 min-
utes before my appoimmen1, after 
J lefl work early, I was contacted by 
a member of President Swygert 's 
staff and informed that my appoint-
ment was canceled. I was !old, 
"Your concerns are not rele\'ant 
enough to actually mee1 with 1he 
presidem. Since you are consider-
ing transferring 10 another school, 
we don'! have anything 10 discuss 
with you." 
What happened 10 the "open 
door" policy? 
By then I really wanted to trans-
fer! How dare 1hey say "nol rele-
vant enough." I have 100 many 
loans for someone 10 say my con-
cerns cannot be discussed with the 
presiden1 of this university. So, 
President Swygert, I have a few 
questions tha1 I and a few other stu-
dents would like answered: 
I) Why is there a separate office 
for Student Accounts, Student 
Loans and Financial Aid when 
1hey all deal with student financial 
services? How come those same 
offices can't access account infor-
mation from a computer network? 
We would save a 101 of time wait-
ing once we were 1old that we were 
in the wrong line. Howard would 
save money on culling 1hc two 
additional telephone numbers if 
the three offices were combined 
into one office. 
2) Why do 1he computer labs in 
1hc Communications and Business 
schools have 20-30 computers and 
on ly 10-15 are wi1hou1 rhe "Sorry 
this machine doe, not work" sign? 
3) Why is ii that coming off 1he 
elevator 10 your office you can't gel 
near the door, bul anyone could 
endanger 1hc security of our s1u-
den1s on campus because our class 
buildings are not secure from 
strangers? 
4) As a student studying com-
munications, TV is important. 
Why are Siu dents living m some of 
our residence halls unable 10 gel 
reception 10 the school's own tele-
vision station? 
5} Toke a look al 1hesc fees on a 
1ui1ion prim ou1. Can you explain: 
ENDOWMENT FEE 
$15.00 
SELF HELP FEE 
(Help me what?) S 5.00 
MATRICULATION FEE 
$182.00 
LABORATORY FEE 
(I don't have science classes.} 
SI0.00 
I asked someone in Financial Aid 
and their responses were. "h's just 
a fee you have 10 pay." The most 
popular was, ··1 don't know, ask 
Student Accounts." 
Please Mr. President, 1ell me 
again why we choose 10 go 10 
Howard. Explain 10 me why the 
upperclassmen tell us young folk, 
"Well. you're at Howard no,1:" ls 
that an excuse for the lack of con-
cern? Last time I checked. the s1u-
den1s and parents were the con-
sumers of a product (Howard 
University). So even if I did con-
sider transferring, I am nol the only 
srudenl here. I -chose to speak for 
us. 
All I wanted was for Howard to 
look like i1 did in the video. 
The writer is a freshman majoring 
In print Journalism. 
A good man isn't hard to find if women look hard enough 
\by do women complain about 
l111'lilabili1y of a good man? I've 
lrl:d women say countless times 
lat diey can no1 seem 10 find a 
llJ<I m3ll. Are good men really 
lrdto find? 
So, good men are not hard to 
ia1 There are many good Howard 
111 !hat walk this campus every-
~ My answer 10 all the women 
'a lhink there are no good men 
dtin 1hc world is you don·1 J..T1ow 
•here 10 look. Funhermore, a 
l!lnan ll'O\lldn'1 know a good man 
lhe slapped her in 1he face. The 
llOd men on campus arc the guys 
tomen can't picture themselves 
'ling l'ilh. The guy 1ha1 spends all 
ihist1me studying in the School 
of Engineering is n good man. One 
~X allthc 1ime he spent siudying 
IISlead of goofing around on the 
!ldwillpayoff. He will gel a good 
job. He will be a good provider for 
his children. Women pay close 
auenlion. This guy probably 
tutored you in math. You always 
want to study with him because he 
is smart. You have known him since 
freshman year and he has never 
tried to lake advantage of you. 
Women of Howard, why won't you 
give this guy a chance? 
Warning! The good men on cam-
pus can't dress. They might not 
have any Polo shirts or baggy hip-
hop jeans. These guys may have 
never owned a pair of $100 sneak-
ers or Timberland boots. 
Are the good guys on campus 
s1ar1ing to sound more familiar? 
Here's a question for women at 
Howard to ponder. Whal makes 
you think 1ha1 you deserve a good 
man? You have repeatedly passed 
over the good men on campus too 
many times. Moreover, by the lime 
you figure oul who 1hc good men 
are, you have gol more emotional 
baggage 1han L.1Guardia Airport al 
Christmas. Good men often turn 
into baggage handlers during 
lengthy layovers. Women need 10 
1ake more time 10 gel 10 know their 
boyfriends. Women also need 10 
pay closer a11en1ion to men. Here's 
a quick question. Ready? Whal 
does it mean if a man does not 
own a shirt and lie? Give up? This 
means several things. Number one, 
he probably does nol fellowship al 
1he friendly neighborhood mosque 
or church every Sunday (lhis facl 
may not be very impor1a111 to some 
women). Number 1wo, he is 1101 
looking for a job nor is he pre-
pared 10 interview foremploymenl 
in the near future. Unfortunately, 
many women don't really know 
1heir man until their pregnant and 
he has ran halfway across 1he coun-
try. 
The trouble begins when 1he good 
Black men marry While women. 
When a good Black man marries a 
While woman, all hell breaks loose. 
Black women don't get mad, you 
had your chance. As a mailer of 
fact. you didn't even know this was 
a good man un1il you saw his While 
wife. Good Black men ul1imntcly 
jus1 wam 10 be lovedThc beautiful 
women of Howard University need 
10 realize one importa111 foci -
you are the difference between a 
good. strong man and a weak one. 
If women look less crap from men, 
everyone would be belier off. Every 
time a man hits a woman, this sends 
a message. This tells a man 1ha1 he 
cannot only bea1 you, bu1 beal any 
of his girlfriends. Don't let your 
boyfriend hil you at anytime. If he 
does, leave him. If your boyfriend 
cheated on you leave him alone. 
Men usually cheat because they 
either don't lovl! who they are with 
or they want sex. If you want a man 
that does no1 love you, something 
is wrong. If a man is cheating for 
sex. you do nol know what he is 
bringing home. You belier cut this 
man like a bad habil. 
Men will start 10 figure out what 
1hey need 10 do. Unfortunately, too 
many women will put up with any-
thing just 10 say they have a man. 
In re1rospec1, arc all the good men 
still hard IQ find or are women real-
ly trying to find them? 
The writer is a junior majoring in 
biology. 
A9 
The rape of : 
Black culture : 
must end 
Why do rap ar1is1s want to be: 
gangsters? Over the past ten years,: 
I've seen rap music go from B Boys: 
10 The Mob. Moreover, rap music: 
used to be an agreement between• 
strecl poetry and music. Now, it 
seems that music should take legal 
action against poetry for breach of 
con1rac1. 
Of late, rap has 1101 really been 
about what is going on in the 
streets. Rap is becoming 
fabricated stories of the poor and 
umalented. Rap music is s1ar1ing 
to represent my fears of Black 
culture. Just a.5 rap artists are 
adopting portions of other 
cultures and fusing them with 
their music, Black people in 
general arc doing the same thing. 
When did Black people seiw 
control of the drug trade in 
America? Afler I listened 10 Nas, 
Foxxy Brown and The Firm in 1he 
song, "Affirmative Action," I 
thought I was listening to a 
meeting of the Corleone family. 
Being a part of 1he Mafia or 
having a "family" arc no1 things 
that are a part of Black cuhure. 
Since when did Black people do 
the 1ango to 1he Iheme of "The • 
Godfather?" I am dying to ask Dr . . 
Dre what does his video for 
"Been There Done Thal" mean. 
Why is there such a fascination • 
with 1he remnams of organized 
crime? Have rap ar1is1s run ou1 of , 
images of Black culture 10 
portray? 
Rap music. unfortunately, is nol 
about poetry and music anymore. 
Rap has turned into a whore of 
the m~sic industry. Rap ar1 is1s do 
nol comrol 1he industry and Black , 
listeners do no1 support the 
music. Consequently. even 1he 
good rap artists can nol control 
the music they make. 
The reason why rap music will 
s1ar1 10 have more and more 
facets of White culture is because 
While people support the music. 
They go out and buy 1he 
overpriced CDs from the music 
store. As a result, 1he industry is 
giving the customer whal they 
wan!. 
Jazz music was going through 
1he same 1ransi1ion about 1wen1y 
years ago. Black people refused 
10 support people like Joe Sample 
and Grover Washington Jr. These 
a.r1is1s. in 1urn. started making 
music White people could no1 
only listen 10. bul also play. This 
is how Kenny G has become 1he 
premier sax player in jazz, and 
smooth jazz was born. The jazz 
1ha1 is popular now sounds 
nothing like wha1 its forefathers 
played. 
Ahhough, the innuences of 
White cuhure in rap seem tame, 
they are a precursor of whal is 10 
come. Jusl a.s jazz does not solely 
belong 10 Black people anymore. 
rap music won't either. One day, 
we as Blacks are going to wake 
up and realize what we had and 
lost our greatest contribution 10 
America. Twenty years from now, 
jazz listeners will nol know about 
Dizzy Gi llespie. Forty years from 
now people will say. "Run DMC 
who?" 
My overall concern is no1 really 
about rap music, i1 is about Black 
cuhurc. Blacks in this country are 
in store for a massive identity 
crisis. One day we will realize 
tha1 almost every contribution we 
have made 10 this nation has or 
wi ll be stolen. Cuhural lhefl is 
irreversible. Once you have lost a 
part of your cuhure. you can'l gel 
ii back. 
Yesterday, we los1 jazz music. 
Tomorrow, we might lose rap. 
Las1 week, we 10s1 par1 of our 
African heritage. The part of our 
heritage that made Cleopatra a 
beautiful, Egyptian queen was 
rnken a Ion!¾ time ago when Liz 
Taylor played Cleoparra. 
Furthermore, have you seen the 
"Alexandria Sugar Ink" 
commercial? This commercial 
advertises a product thal the 
Egyptians used for ages. There is , 
no1 a Black person in 1he 
commercial. When wi ll 1he rape 
of Black culture end, but more 
imporrnntly, why are we Jelling it 
happen? 
The writer is a junior majoring in 
chemistry. 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
14 FEBRUARY 1997 
. 
Hours of Operation. 
Effective 17 February 1997 
Cashier M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-3:00PM 
Enrollment Management 
D Main Office M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-5:00PM 
□ Admission M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-5:00PM 
0 Campus Tours M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-5:00PM 
D Domestic and International M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-5:00PM 
Exchange Programs 
□ Financial Aid M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-3:00PM 
D Records and Articulation M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-5:00PM 
□ Recruitment M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-5:00PM 
□ Work/Study M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-3:00PM 
Student Financial Services 
• 
D Student Accounts M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-3:00PM 
CJ Student Loans M, T, Th, F 8:30AM-3:00PM 
All offices are open until 
6:00PM on Wednesday . 
February1~1 
febrUE 
I 
~14, 1997 THE HILLTOP 
J&CK roon-:M-llLS 
Sl-W.All>EN ROA-0 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADIS. 
tuition, most books and 
fees, plus $150 per school 
month. They also pay off 
with leadership experi-
ence and officer creden-
If you're a freshman or 
sophomore with good 
grades,apply now for a 
three-year or two-year 
scholarship from Army 
ROTC.ArmyROTC .-.~-.. 
scholarships pay 
tials impressive to 
future employers. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit Douglas Hall, Sixth Street N.W. 
or call 806-6784 
IF ONLY THE STRONG SURVIVE 
WHAT HAPPENS TO THE WEAK? 
Presented by the Howard University 
Undergraduate Student Assembly 
A One \Xtornan Sho~· 
oy 
Monique E. Porter 
Direcred br 
Chuck Patterson 
Choreographed by 
Jamel Gaines 
February 20, 1997 
7:00 p.m. 
Blackburn Ballroom 
For more information: 
(202) 806-6918 
-
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ROOM f OR RENT i200.00 per mont~ 
Two blocKs from campus 
Available now 
. 
Clean, quiet neighbornood 
' Clean, quiet ~ouse 
Your nousemates are all Howard Women 
(2~2)52o-l1i1 Mr. Dumisani 
L-------------------
,. 
~B 
EBMUD 
WANTED!! 
CIVIL ENGINEERING GRADS 
FOR THE POSITION OF 
JUNIOR CIVIL ENGINEER 
$46,668 • $S6,712* 
• Depending on qualifications 
EBMUD, the West's largest independently operated water and 
wastewater facility, provides service for communities on the 
East shore of the San Francisco Bay. 
We can offer you: 
• An environmentally-oriented organization 
• Interaction with a large. diversified engineering staff 
• Assignments providing qualifying experience for registration 
• Opportunity for varied assignments including field work 
• Advancement opportunities including tuition reimbursement 
• Comprehensive benefits 
For application materials. call EBMUD. (5 IO) 287-0735. 
Filing deadline is March 28. 1997. · EEO/AA 
M'D liOIV WRAPPL'I' ~DS BY FA mu l'Rf.SBm 
BRAIDS 
AV ARJETY (f BRAIDED smEI Sl'B.lALllNi L'I: 
CORNROWS,INDIVIDCJAIS{sinpel/Dol bnlds}SCULmllED BRAIDS-
TWJm.AND COWCIEW (JiOTS! 
HS DISCOUlt'T FOR HU STIIDOOS! 
00 
FACIALS 
All NA 11/RAL F NJALS llO.llDOO 11!f: 
OATMEAJ..HONEY,AI.M0~1l MASK-CIIOCOLATE MASK,nJlTI 
flUTTIMASK-VF.CC~MASKM1lMANYMOR£! 
Oi\l.YWt>JASPl:CW.!NnaxJCTilYOOD!(Spmdayu~tm 
aiwl CAU.RlANAJ'lllmMF.NTTOOAY. IWsitldliara 
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THE HILLTOP 
SUBSCRIPTIONS . 
• 
Have the nation's 
largest collegiate Black 
newspaper mailed to 
your home or office. 
Be a part of history in 
the making! 
Semester $40 
Year $60 
r--------------------------, I Please send my subscription to: I 
1 Name I I -------- I 
I Address_______ I 
I I I _______ I 
I I 
I ------- I 
I Phone I I ------- I 
February 
L _ ----------- -- --- ----- -r--..1 - - -Make ;h;cks ~r~';;°n-;'y ";;rde';°s payabl; ~ - - - - - , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
THE HU J ,TOP 
2251 Sherman Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
I Call Dichelle Turner, Office Manager, for details at 202.806.6866 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
or e-mail us at 
thehilltop@cldc.howard.edu 
L ____________________________ J 
-- '="'"'""= --=--=-----------,=------ ------- ____.. - -
F 
ruary 14, 1997 
THE HILLTOP 
Pho1o by Hassan Kinley 
To clieat or not to clieat 
hethical tactic or useful survival skill? 
By Brnndi Aldri~e 
Hill1op S1afl' Writer 
One of the hottest news topics in the past few years has been ethics. 
'i.Jcai11 pick up a newspaper 
~t hearing about some 
:ucian sleeping around or 
!Idling campaign money. 
~hat about ethics here at 
iw Uni,ersity'? 
i~ about tho,e lnie nights when 
. ml crams for a final but his 
.a h.15 shut down completely. 
i':tl abou1 "hen a student is hov-
··g righ1 below that "C" grade 
:tand this exam will give him 
rlmhc boost 1hey need? How far 
l!lc)' go to get it? 
/.\I. 3 student if they have ever 
~ and the responses could 
rrrom a Mcrn "No" 10 a ~htft-
1! or the eyes. right down to a 
ri} "Hell yeah r· 
lby do s1udents cheat? 
ltasons for chea ting 
A ethics class in the School of 
fxnmunications recently dcba1cd 
kis\UC. One Mudcnt saw cheating 
uwaytoprc,~nt tesh from neg-
111,ty al1ering the Ii ,c, of smdcnts 
1111 bright futures. 
"A part of us realizes that our 
G.P.A. is no1 a good measure of 
1h31 we go1 ou1 of college," said 
lm-.ilah E•clyn, a senior journalism 
IUJOr. "Should one li1tle test 
.hangc our live, completely and 
llilpus from reaching our goals?" 
Another rca,on ci1cd for cheating 
1-..wha1 many \\Ould consider typ-
nl-the --1 did ii bccau,e every-
Ille else did," re,l'On,e. 
"Ye, I chea1ed." ~aid John 
Brown•. a ',Ophomorc majoring in 
Pllblk relation,. "I knew everyone 
dst in lhc class was cheating ... I 
ieh al 3 disadvantage:· 
Bui a reason !hat exhibits the state 
of ethical affairs 111 our country 
today deal, with economics - or 
money. One ethics student loudly 
expressed her likeliness to cheat if 
she felt the need. 
··1 did 001 spend $95,000 at 
Howard University (undergraduate 
and graduate studies) 10 be poor like 
I have been all of my life," said 
Kelly Black. a senior journalism 
major. '"So if I have to cheat 10 get 
over, ,o be it."' 
This attitude oflen perm~atcs the 
business world and American pol-
itics. 
"A national survey of college 
freshmen found a significant shifl in 
motivation away from altruism and 
toward concern with making 
money and getting power and >1a-
ll1s." said Robert Maginnis, a 
spokesperson for The Fedcml Fam-
ily Commission. "Not surprisingly. 
students :ire finding it easier to 
r.1tionalize lying or cheating in pur-
suit of 1hcir goals." 
The average student is not sur-
prised by the prevalence of cheat-
ing on this campus. Bui a normal 
professor may be shocked and c,'Cn 
appalled by the mass of dishonesty 
practiced in 1heir own classroom. 
J.A. Groves, a professor in 1he 
Spanish dcpar1men1. said cheating 
is despicable. 
"Cheating is intolerable," Groves 
said. "I would rathera student make 
an honc,1 effort [no matter how 
poor( 1han chea1." 
But Groves also said Lhat profes-
sors play a role in promo1ingchea1-
ing. 
"Professors need to build ways 
for Mudenls to help themselves," 
Groves said. ··Many professors push 
students into a situa1ion of de1,per-
ation and make I hem {sludenls) feel 
forced to cheat." 
Mnginnis has a 1heory on why 
1he abundance of social problems 
affecting our nation 1oday can cloud 
the role of today's educator. 
"Instead of equipping America's 
youlh academically for the nex1 
cen1ury, educators are counseling 
their pupils about drug abuse, dis-
cipline problems, sex, suicide and 
eating disorders in high school," 
Maginnis said. "By 1he 1ime a child 
reaches college. he will have expe-
rienced so much that cheating will 
seem like child's play." 
Cheating reflects low morals 
Many say 1he Uni1cd States is on 
a moral decline. TI,i, opinion is 
1,upported by the growing acccp-
tuncc of ehea1ing und seemingly 
promotion of it as an inlelligcnt 
alternative. Students have an abun-
dance of technology at their dis-
posal and that technology can aid 
them in their unethical practices. 
Imagine this scenario: There is a 
five page paper due in your politi-
cal analysis class and you have done 
no research. The paper is due 
tomorrow. 
Solution·? Go to the library. go 
on-line and type in 1he word "cheat-
ing." With the push of a bunon, sc,•-
eral sources for full 1erm papers will 
appear. 
'There is e,en a website titled 'The 
Cheating Page," complete with nine 
term papers for studcn•s to copy. 
The papers come complc1c with 
titles and 1hc grade received by lhe 
writer in a clas,. The ,ubjects 
include economics, Marxism. phi-
losophy. fi Im. psychology and 
Black interests. 
The creators of the page warn 
polential cheaters that if 1hcy are 
caught. they will probably be 
kicked OUI of school. TI1ey even go 
as far as to admit that 1hey disagree 
wi1h 1hc views of most of 1he 
papers. but they main1ain "the cur-
rem professor, being a tol:ll fool, 
probubly believes this crap." All a 
>tudcnt has to do is double space the 
information. print ii out and cul the 
papers in the spaces marked "cul 
here." 
Some of the cheating pages are 
not so ca,y to access information 
from. 
A wcbpagc tilled ·The Evil House 
of Cheat.'' requires ,tu dents without 
the pa,,,word to upload one of their 
own papers complete with their 
name. e-mail address, grade 
rccci,'Cd, age and any other infor-
ma1ion 1hat would help someone 
trying to prinl their paper and pass 
it off as their own in a class. 
Schools attempt to crack 
down on cheating 
Although it may seem thal not 
enough people arc taking 1he issue 
of cheating seriously. mo1,t schools 
ha,e l>trict rules nboul cheating on-
line. Many univcr.,ities do not want 
1beir rules 10 be misunderstood and 
arc calling their cheating policies 
"The Academic lntegri1y Ruic." 
··1t's juM a statement wrinen on 
paper. whether ii"s enforced or 1101." 
said Laura Randlett. a Mu1111y State 
Uni\'crsity rcprcsentauvc. ··11 
depends on the professor." 
As for students at Howard Uni-
versi1y, if they arc caugh1 cheating, 
they can receive a failing grade in 
the class and e,-cn be recommend-
ed for expulsion from 1he Univer-
:,ity. The consequences of cheating 
are oflen lefl for the individual pro-
fessor to decide. 
S1udcnts can rake 1hcir chances 
with cheating if they feel ii is war-
ranted, bu1 in ethical terms. it never 
IS. 
Pennsylvania State University 
professor Themis Matsoukas said 
he feels so Mrongly abou1 cheating 
1ha1 he pu1 a message abou1 it on the 
Internet. 
"In the eyes of Or. Ma1soukas, 
chca1ing is a mortal ,in;· 1he mes-
sage reads. "By cheating for the 
sake of a few point,, you jeopardize 
not only your grade in the course 
but your academic future. You will 
lose rcspecl and support because 
nothing makes a more negative and 
lasting impression than lack of 
integrity." 
*Nol s111de111s' real 1w111<·s .. 
'SUPER 
SENIORS' 
More students spending 
extra years at Howard 
By Heather Savage 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
B1 
It's May 10, 1997. The sun is shining. the wind is blowing softly and thousands of proud parents sit anxiously await-ing the big moment. Family and friends scurry around with 
video cameras. making sure they don't miss one moment. And 
somewhere in the rainbow of faces, a ll squinting from the sun 
rays, you arc waiting for your turn to walk across the stage and 
receive your diploma. 
Despite the end of laic night study sessions. meal plans and linals, 
you're still not fully satisfied. As you scan the crowd of soon to be alum-
ni. you notice something is missing -your friends you came in with. 
Sure you can spot a few, but most of them arc in the crowd watching. 
You're part of a rare breed at Howard - the four year gradua1es. 
According 10 the Office of Enrollment Managcmeni"s annual report. 
in the past ten years, only 46 percent of Howard's ••fir.I time in col-
lege" Mudents gmduatcd. Of these students, only 17.8 percent finished 
in four years. This means the va,t majority ofFTIC students take longer 
than lhe traditional four years to graduate. 1l1ese students may come 
''It takes more than four 
years just to get adjusted to 
the overall experience at 
Howard University.'' 
--Paul J. Nichol,as Bowan 
Accounting major 
in wilh the class of 1992. but end they up leaving with !he class of 1997. 
Forthe past five years. accounting major Paul J. Nichol a~ Bowan has 
been battling exams, term papers and HU registration lines. In May 
he will finally get out. But Bowan said four years at Howard is insuf-
ficient. 
'"It takes more than four years just to get adjus1ed to the overall expe-
rience a1 Howard University," Bowan said. 
"If you (lhc student) don't stick with the major that you came into 
Howard University with. then you often ~et yourself back because of 
all the prerequisite courses you have to take:· said Azmina Hanna, a 
senior advertising major. 
One student. who asked 10 remain anonymous. said his reasons for 
staying an extra year was caused entirely by lhe school. 
"Howard University is not willing to invest as much in their students 
as their student~ invest into the school." he said. "Howard is more than 
an institution of higher learning. ii is a business." 
The mo,1 popular response from students wa~ financial. For some stu-
dents !his could be not knowing of various scholarships and financial 
aid or having to ,acrifice school for survival. Economics have played 
a major role in the statistical record of four year graduates. 
·'Everyone who comes to Howard is not the perfect 4.0 scholarship 
student. nor arc they what is considered the 'ideal financial aid recip-
ien1:·· said Heath MiUer. a fifth year music business major. who is grad-
uating in May. "It's 1he people in lhc middle who are hurting lhe most. 
"lf Howard University wants 10 continue putting out as many African-
American scholars a~ they have in the past, they should find a way 10 
encourage that financially or by having the same type of allowance 
available to those who arc nol on financial aid ... 10 those who are pay-
ing directly from their pockets," Miller said. 
However. one student refers to his experience at the '"Mecca·· ru; one 
to learn and grow from. 
"It's been both positive and negative." said Jonathan Gray, a gradu-
ating senior. 
Gray began his of a Howard degree in 1990. He will be graduating 
wilh a double major in English and philosophy. Although he has tech-
nically been in school for eight years. Gray has been in Howard's sys-
tem for a seven years. 
''I grew a lot during my time at Howard.'" Gray said. ·•1 1hink if I had 
gradua1cd at 22 as oppose to 25. I'd be ·whack."' 
For Gray, six-plus years has cleared his vision as to what he wants to 
do in life. 
"Now I know exactly what I want 10 do:· Gray said. "I th.ink my life 
was served better by my time spcnl ... J'm extremely passionate about 
wha1 I want to do." 
However. Gray agreed that many students arc burdened wilh money 
problems, which causes them to take a semester off to work. 
"I think for the most part people sit out because of '1001,"' Gray said. 
"TI1erc's a few people you' II find that failed their [comprehensive exam] 
so they had 10 come back or they failed a mandatory class, but I don't 
think that's necessarily common." 
From inadequate finances to courses that arc nol offered every 
semester, many .rudems at Howard are losing their optimism about 
wearing a cap and gown, singing the alma mater and s1epping into the 
real world in four years. The reality for many may be a phone call to 
mom and dad saying, ''Send some more money. I'm in ii for another 
year." 
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Exhibit displays diverse talents of Fine Arts studen\-W 
headed the annual event to be more creative." 
By Zerllne A. Hughes 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Walking through the 
color bedazzled gallery, 
sophomore acting major 
Shaniece Garner was over-
whelmingly impressed. 
Taking her time to 
embrace each piece of art-
work, she could not believe 
the talents of the creators. 
Cascading the walls of the 
gallery inside of the Col-
lege of Fine Arts, aesthet-
ic renditions of students' 
imaginations and creativ-
ity captures the eyes and 
souls of its exhibitors. 
On view through March 
12, the 66th Annual Art 
Students Exhibition show-
cases the works of 58 
Howard University 
Department of Art's aspir-
ing artists. 
Floyd Coleman, chairman 
of the department of art, 
and director Tritobia 
Hayes Benjamin spear-
along with gallery staff, 
Scott Baker and Eileen 
Johnston. In an effort to 
promote and motivate the 
department's students, 
this exhibition invites not 
only Howard students and 
alumni, but the general 
public to take advantage of 
the visual talents of the 
students enrolled in the 
only school of fine arts 
among all Black collegiate 
institutions. 
With everything on exhib-
it from comic books to sta-
tionary logos, the exhibi-
tion is intriguing and 
astoundingly professional. 
Shannon Coleman noticed 
a dramatic difference in 
this year's exhibit. ''Not 
only does it look more on a 
professional level, but I 
can see that people are 
exploring more ideas," said 
the senior electronic studio 
major. "Everything isn't so 
flat on the paper or in a 
frame - everything seems 
The images on display 
were in various sizes, 
shapes, mediums and def-
initions . The areas of 
exhibited work included 
painting, printmaking, 
graphic design, ceramics, 
sculpture, experimental 
studio, electronic studio, 
photography, interior 
design and fashion illus-
tration. 
Celebrating each of their 
successes, the exhibition 
sponsored a short r ecep-
tion and award ceremony 
last week for the students. 
Awards were given for the 
most creative, appealing 
works to both undergrad-
uate and graduate stu-
dents in each of these cat-
egories. 
Many pieces caught 
exhibitors eyes, including 
a sculpture by undergrad-
uate winner Stephon 
Senegal. One of his works 
included a detailed sculp-
ture of a man's bare chest 
Art lovers examine the diverse works of Fine Arts studenls at exhibit. 
Photo by .l.aj 
and stomach sustaining realistic. The work includ- was all Howard sill 
nine bullet wounds, titled ed snake skulls and a pre- work." 
"Armor: 9 Contingencies." served mouse. The reception allot~ 
In addition, in the experi- "I am very, very contributing arti, 
mental studio category impressed," Garner said. express themsel111 
graduate winner Richard "I didn't know that our art ways in which they 
Ward produced "Altered students were putting out most comfortable 
Snakes," a large exhibit complete works of art like interacting with thefe 
which appeared to be quite this. I didn't think that it their creations. 
'The Black Pot' overflows with African-American histor 
By Natalie P. McNeal 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The rhythms and move-
ments of Black life enthralled 
a Georgetown University 
audience Sunday during the 
performance of "The Black 
Pot," a production created by 
one of the first African Amer-
icans to own a Broadway the-
ater. 
"The Black Pot," the brain-
child of choreographer Ron 
Davis, is a slice of African-
American mannerisms incor-
porated for the stage. Excerpts 
from the work were performed 
by the Duke Ellington School 
of the Arts Dance Ensemble as 
part of Georgetown's Black 
History month celebration. 
Davis, 40, is the first African 
American to own and operate 
the Bijou (French term mean-
ing small), a Broadway the-
ater. Although he no longer 
owns the theater, Davis is still 
productive in dance. 
Davis, who said his style is to 
be "near the streets," captured 
the essence of the Black com-
munity in "The Black Pot" 
through , modern and tap 
dance. 
Important aspects within the 
Black community tend to 
include their surroundings -
the church and playground. 
These ideals were captured in 
Davis' choreography. 
Of the excerpts, the most 
dominant and developed scene 
of the performance was 
"Harlem." This work was per-
formed to the music of Duke 
Ellington. 
Davis mimics life by having 
a scene where three boys are 
playing a game of street bas-
ketball. From the exaggerated 
jumpshots and pirouettes 
mimicking turn passes, the 
movement resembles a scene 
from any neighborhood 
"hoopin' spot." 
The church scene included a 
preaching reverend and a 
swaying, holy ghost filled con-
gregation. Afterward. a 
dancer, scantily dressed in 
red, leaped around the rev-
erend, signifying a temptress. 
During most of the "Harlem" 
scene, the costumes were 
vividly colored street clothes. 
The first scene, "The Banjo 
Lesson," 10 little girls with 
pigtails gathered around a 
banjo player listening to him 
play different nursery rhymes 
and school songs. 
Another scene, "Tap Sounds," 
featured soloist Nathaniel 
Cooper performing a tribute to 
great tap dancers Savion 
Glover, Gregory Hines and 
Honi Coles. The senior Elling-
ton School student received a 
standing ovation after his 
astounding performance. 
"The Black Pot" was first cre-
ated in 1979 by Davis when he 
was teaching dance in St. 
Louis. Davis said he met a pro-
fessor at the University of Mis-
souri who had recently fin-
Marsalis' 'Blood in the Fields' oratorio 
tells story through language of jazz 
By Donya J. Matheny 
Editor In Chief 
For the first time since its 
world premiere in 1994, Wyn-
ton Marsalis' jazz oratorio 
shed light onto a deplorable 
institution in U.S. history 
using a genre of music some 
say is the only pure American 
form. 
Marsalis' "Blood on t he 
Fields" has come together 
again for a 23-city interna-
tional tour that premiered at 
the Warner Theatre last 
Wednesday and will end 
March 18. 
The cast reassembled to 
record "Blood on the Fields" in 
1995. 
"Blood in the Fields" tells the 
story of American slavery, 
rebellion, freedom and love, 
and features jazz vocalists Jon 
Hendricks, Cassandra Wilson 
and Miles Griffith. 
Marsalis composed and con-
ducted the piece, along ,vith 
the Lincoln Center Jazz 
Orchestra, of which Marsalis 
is music di rector. Marsalis' 
three-hour piece traces the 
development of two charac-
ters, Jesse and Leona, in their 
passage from Africa to Amer-
ica and their physical and 
emotional quests for freedom. 
Marsalis' work is a case of art 
imitating a lifestyle that 
ended more than a century 
ago and emphasized the pre-
posterousness of purchasing 
one human for another in a 
comical, satirical, yet reflec-
tive manner. 
"It's entitled 'Blood on the 
Fields' because it is about free-
dom and American slavery," 
Marsalis said. "It deals with 
love, soul, coming to grips with 
pain and disappointment, and 
the effort that's required to be 
free." 
The inspirational music, pep-
pered with drums and the 
ever-present beat of the trom-
bone, combined with Hen-
dricks' scat and the strong, 
jazzy vocals of Griffith and 
Wilson, garnered emotional 
,vitness from the guests in the 
audience. 
As Hendricks scatted to the 
beat of "Soul for Sale," a jazz 
enthusiast reaffirmed his 
familiarity with the notion of 
the auction block and his dis-
gust for the institution with 
exclamations of "yeah" and 
"um-huh," reminiscent of the 
spiritual ,vitness a congrega-
tion shouts during a preach-
er's sermon. 
Each musical composition 
contains spoken commentary 
from the orchestra before the 
music begins, and the bari-
tone saxophone, tambourine 
and drums speak their words. 
In the piece, "Plantation Cof-
fle March," the orchestra says, 
"Reborn in this land of plenty 
as livestock. Talking work ani-
mals." The words set the stage 
for an account of marching to 
the slave ship, shackled in the 
chains that would bind their 
freedom for a lifetime. The 
music, sounding like the New 
Orleans funeral marches of 
early jazz, go even further to 
express the hardship of know-
ing that your way of life, your 
homeland and your culture 
have changed forever. 
Goldberg promotes self-awareness in lecture series 
By Zerllne A. Hughes 
Hilnop Staff Writer 
Though the Opera House in 
the Kennedy Center was filled 
to capacity, the event was a 
very intimate meeting. The 
guests sitting in the balcony 
and those with floor seats 
buzzed with wonder and 
eagerness. The audience sat 
attentively awaiting for 
Whoopi Goldberg to take cen-
ter stage. 
Introduced by the selfless 
Marian Wright-Edelman as a 
"hoot," and the "best role 
model anybody can have," 
Goldberg was welcomed by 
the first of many standing ova-
tions. 
Goldberg was well-received 
as the third guest speaker in 
the "Nation's Capital Distin-
guished Speakers Series" on 
Monday. 
Sponsored in part by the 
Greater Washington Society 
of Association Executives 
Foundation, the Kennedy 
Center was host to its 3rd 
annual series titled, "A Season 
of Heroes and Legends." 
Usually donating time and 
money to children's organiza-
tions or cause!! for the home-
less, Goldberg said she decid-
ed that this time she would 
contribute her unbiased 
insight to the general public. 
She said that communicating 
is a major component in a 
functioning society. 
"Dialogue is something we 
have watched go ... we are cre-
ating a very myopic world for 
ourselves, thus our children," 
Goldberg said. 
Goldberg verbally hit the 
audience with some of her per-
sonal views. Her lecture titled 
"Lifelines: Her Unique Per-
spectives on the World," gave 
guests of the evening just that. 
Goldberg shared her opin-
ions on parental guidance, 
O.J. Simpson, violence on the 
streets, welfare and the 
media. 
"I became a member of the 
welfare system, and when you 
joyfully applaud the cuts, 
think of the big picture and its 
effects," Goldberg said. "You. 
really don't know how many 
steps away from welfare you 
are yourself." 
Goldberg directed this state-
ment to Republicans, industry 
owners and corporate people 
in the audience. 
Discussing her family views 
and reminiscing about the 
good old days, Goldberg spoke 
of her two young grandchil-
dren and her life's pressures. 
"My biggest challenge was 
the wavering of my wanting to 
be myself," she confessed near 
the end of her lecture. 
Goldberg said she is content 
with her identity and wants 
others to be comfortable with 
themselves no matter how 
eccentric that may be. 
ished putting together a col-
lection of slave narratives and 
suggested Davis use them in a 
production. 
"In the narratives, slaves 
would gather around a black 
pot," Davis said. "The black 
pot would be laid to the side in 
hopes of collecting the sounds 
of the spirituals they would 
sing. I became instantly inter• 
ested." 
In addition, Davis said that 
slaves would put the black pot 
outside of their doors at night 
to "keep 'Whitey' away." 
"The Black Pot" has yet to be 
performed in its entirety. 
Davis said that he is waiting to 
do it in a Black college setting. 
"I would love to bring it 
Howard," said Davis, who has 
studied dance at the U 
sity of California and (4 
bia University. "I want111 
it in our set ting. ( · 
(African-American) stixt 
"It was great that "ni: 
got a chance to ha\t 
Black culture on cat; 
said Crystal MorgL 
Georgetown UniversilJI! 
more. "-when I want t. 
some Black culture, I hi 
go home to New York.' 
The program also i!idl 
the Clark Atlanta Ulllll 
Jazz Orchestra, where! 
is an artist-in-residena 
twenty member e · 
played jazz music 
from Duke Ellington ui 
Gillespie during the 6 
of the program. 
La Francophone Noir 
recognizes French roo 
in African Diaspora 
By Alona Bellard and 
Jeffrey Lyles 
H1fllo Staff Writers 
The smell of Renee's old-
fashioned Louisiana French 
pasta salad flowed from the 
east wing of the museum, all 
the way to the entrance. 
Many people wanted to know 
what was in it. 
"Carrots, cheese, fenne 
pasta and cucumbers" said 
Renee Butler to the curious 
tasters of her concoction. 
Along with 18 other ingredi-
ents, the pasta takes about an 
hour to make. 
Butler's pasta was just one 
of the items at "La Francoph-
one Noire," an exhibit at the 
Smithsonian Institution's 
National Museum of Ameri-
can History. The event, which 
started last Wednesday and 
ended Tuesday, was a tribute 
to the cultural expressions of 
the Francophone African 
Diaspora. 
The Francophone African 
Diaspora are those regions 
where Africans have a 
French-speaking background. 
The Diasporn includes Haiti, 
Louisiana, Senegal, Benin 
and Martinique. 
"La Francophone Noire" fea-
tured a film festival, high-
lighting films from such 
places as Haiti, Martinique 
and Senegal. There was also 
a cultural festival with 
dancers, storytellers and 
musicians. Friday's and Sat-
urday's events featured panel 
discul'Sions on the history and 
current issues of the Fran-
cophone Diaspora. 
Ghislanie Mills, a native of 
Haiti, showed off dolls, 
scarves and metal crafts from 
Haiti. 
According to Mills, a 
French is the official I 
of Hniti, it is not the 
popular among Hai 
"When the president 
he speaks Creole,"~ · 
"French is the mino · 
guage." 
Mills' dolls were 
,vi th head scarves 
cblorful dresses with 
the bottom. Mills 
style of dress is a re · 
Haiti's colonial pe.ri 
style is called • Affra 
French word meaning 
who received fr 
Affranchis is a com 
of African and White 
ence. 
In addition to the 
garments, vibrant 
and the exotic and 
dishes, the "La Fra 
Noire" exhibit nlso t 
an exciting film festival 
Carmichael Audi 
Sponsored by the Bl~ 
Review and comp!" 
Olukemi flesanmi 
men Lattimore, the 
. was composed of 23 
which covered n ~ide 
of topics. 
Each day began wi 
aimed for young a 
and the rest of the day 
on films of a more 
nature. While most 
films for the young 
ences focused on life 
the eyes of children, 
films dealt with such 
the history of cults, the 
culture and zydeco 
The films generated 
audiences, but with 
movie times and En · 
titles, the nuditori 
never full. 
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WEE·KENDER Spotlight: Craniton Auditoriuni 
;y Awanya De neace Anglin 
Pulse/Weekender Editor 
'll!isa warning to !he Lincoln, 
,,rr IIJld Ford Theaters along 
;!be Kennedy Center- Cram• 
!lld1torium b making its mark 
entertainment scene. 
a premiere theater in 1961, 
on hoMed concerts featuring 
\iuonal Symphony Orchestra 
ill \\':l;hington Opera, to name 
,. In the late 1970,, promote ts 
~I)' refrained trom bringing 
~r; to Cramton due to out-
~g1ge cqu,pmeni. 
.o)tars ago, Cramton's gencr-
JllllSCrSteve Johnson met with 
:1111iions Entertainment Prcsi-
~ 8111 Washington and con-
:11cd a plan to make Cramton 
,n1mcient to accommodate the 
~of headline performers. This 
,S included better acccS\ to the 
',,:qlOhtan community. parking 
;ies and better stage equip• 
,:I. 
lllet Johnson·; direcuon. Crnm-
llJs redeemed itself. With 
,l5cd instruments. Cramton ,s 
~ ID compete with top ranked 
tlCS like Maryland\ US Air 
".'II. 
, ill the aid of funds solicited 
tlit Ho"ard University Stu-
•s A<saeiauon, Johnson reno-
el the 1.508 scat auditorium 
with state of the art lighting and 
sound equipment. 
Cramton also Joined with Ticket-
master. Tickets for any Cramton 
event can be purchased through 
any Tickctmaster outlet. and cred-
it card purchases will be accepted 
by calling (202) 432-SEAT. Tickets 
for any Tickctmai.terevent can also 
be purchased at Cramton. 
In May, while working in con-
junction with Dimension~ Enter• 
tainment, Cramton hoMed two sold 
out concerts featuring Immature, 
Monica, Quendon and Smooth. 
Based on thnt turn out, legendary 
singer Larry Graham and his group 
Graham Central Station were later 
fe:uurcd at Crnmton. 
Last week. Cmmton was 1he only 
university ,top to host the well-
attended "fan Explosion Concert," 
starring Will Downing. Diane 
Rceves, Doc Powell, Alex Bugnon 
and Gerald Albright. 
Cr.,mton will host The Whbrcrs 
:md Blue Magic tonight for two 
shows. the first show at 8 p.m. and 
the second at 11 :30 p.m. The prices 
for the tickets are S30. 
On Sunday, Boney James and 
former Sounds of Blackness lead 
singer Ann Nesby wi ll be per-
forming at 7 p.m in Crnmton. 
On Wednesday. students and their 
friends can preview John Single-
ton's new movie "Rosewood" in 
the Cmmton Auditorium at 7 p.m. 
The Miss Black USA 'Pageant 
will also take place nt Cramton this 
month. 
Johnson said he 1s concerned 
about 1he integrity of Crom ton and 
of the University. According to 
Johnson, the performances at 
Cmmton "re0ect events that people 
can enjoy" and he would like ·'qual-
ity shows that arc geared toward 
mature audiences." He also said he 
hopes 1his will encourage people to 
become po1ential financial donors 
to the Univer,i1y 
Johnson said he declines requests 
to host concerts that will generalc 
a crowd requiring excessive use of 
metal detectors. He said he wants 
to divorce the Universi1y from any 
unnecessary negative publici1y. 
There is free parking for all Crom-
ton concerts in the parking lot 
located across 1he strec1 from 
WHUR and the School of Com-
munications. In addition ,o free 
parking, there is a free shuttle ser• 
vice from the parking lot to Cmm-
ton. The parking lot is patrolled 
regularly by security. 
A !though Cram ton succeeded in 
renovating the auditorium. there is 
still much more to be done. Unfor-
1unately. many of 1he dressing 
rooms are in poor condition. from 
unstable coun1er tops to no heating 
and air conditioning. 
Johnson said future plnns for 
Cramton include adding an illumi-
The Whispers and Blue Magic wlll perform at Cramton Auditorium tonight. 
nnted marquee with Hollywood 
lights to the front of 1he building 
and renovations to make the audi-
torium more accessible for handi-
cap patrons. 
The auditorium. bui lt in 1961. 
was named after former Michigan 
Congressman Louis Cramton. The 
auditorium wru, designed connect-
ing Cramton to the Ira Aldridge 
Theater and 1he School of Fine 
Arts. 
Information about upcoming 
Cram1on evenis can be found by 
looking in the lnfoscene section of 
1hc D.C. and Maryland Bell 
Atlantic telephone books. Cramton 
is the only universi1y auditorium 
listed in this section. 
Cramton's box office hours arc 
from Monday to Friday from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. and Saturday from I 0 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Purchases can be 
made in cash or by American 
Express, Visa, Mastercard or a 
Most debit card. There is no service 
charge for Cramton events. 
~tudents discuss safety concerns of District nightclub 
By Craig Brummer 
Hi'ltop Staff Wnter 
.ls) hlls become n new concern 
,ao.w students who frequent 
·,sml, n D.C. nightclub. 
'!m) Howard students have told 
--zsof disorganization. brutali-
nlfalse advertising. 
~hty by the security team 
,eems to be the most common and 
,enous complaint On Jun .. 22, a 
discussion group met 1n the 
Bethune Annex to discuss harass-
ment and abuse by The Bank's 
securny guards. A number of 
young women have claimed to be 
verbally and physically abused by 
security guards. 
Other examples of mismanage-
ment have been noted. Mark King. 
a senior psychology maJ0r. went to 
the club three \\eckcnd, ago. ··A 
0}er ndvcrt1sing the night promised 
free admission for girls and five 
dollars for guys before ten or 
eleven. so we were 1hcre way ahead 
of time," King said. 
Unfortunately. upon King's 
arrival. he discovered something 
different. 
"'Me and my boys were out there 
·,;..:.. _ __, ..... _ • • .. < • • , . ....... -r .- # • • •• • 
.... , . CHEVY CHASE 
.,:. . ' BEVERLY D'ANGELO RANDY QUAID 
. ' 
This time the Griswolds 
are on a roll. 
~\UIR IISIJS ili~li 
n:.ffi!illiWll l'lllll'll [IV! IJIA'i! IMilYD IJICIIR 100111i4C i1U.IY~l5r rill¥ Ml~lil IM IU6ll'I III ft,111/lfglltil 
, ',lill lldllll .. JIJ HIS 'ri'! IWl!~UUlNS•SMrnll ... _.IIISABlll ~llll.\llll11881mAJ '""l'JIRIIMIIIIIIIIJ 
.JN -----.::-:"-=. ""'iSIIIVND~II · - - -- e 
AT THEATERS EVERYWHERE FEBRUARY ,14th 
. ·• -
for two hours," King said. '·There 
was no line.just a crowd of people, 
and the owners were not opening 
up the doors. The crowd was so 
frustrated that I got pushed into a 
column. Most of the s maller 
women were getting crushed. It 
was way too dangerous." 
When asked about police pres-
ence. King replied. " Yeah, they 
came, took one look at the crowd, 
and rolled out." 
Perhaps because the club is one of 
the largest in the Wa,hing1on area. 
The Bank has become one of the 
premiere hang-outs for young 
adults in a short 1ime. Thursday 
through Sunday, the club plays 
music ranging from techno to hip• 
hop. DJ ·s from across the nation ny 
to D.C. expecting both an excited 
crowd and a safe atmosphere for 
them to .. ,pin .. their records. 
Although the past has alluded oth-
erwise. promotions continue to 
promise that ladies are free all night 
on Sundays (although that promo-
tion is subject to change in the 
future) and there is an open bar 
from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
The managers at The Bank 
refused to comment on record 
about the allegations. 
work. no class Monday 
jCoorAi~9 G . 
....,J Phaase0 ~·p1:~~:ge 
ALL Ladies 
FREE 
b4 11pm 
super tight 
security system 
music nation 
.. - .. 
.. - . •.. . 
• • • •• 
cigar tasting' :r 
vip champagne . 
spray 
18 to Party 
21 to Drink 
No Athletic Wear 
~ . ~~ s___ _ , -- ~I:11,\ D 
,;!f 2J bl9<=k from . 9<!.JJer;y I etas:~_ m_etro 
mad power unit wishes peace to all. to the players make your money. 
and to the ladies come down and find your valentine player. · 
early arrival strongly suggested 
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ANDREW RANKIN MEMORIAL CHAPEL 
ornaoFmE rELIGIQUS EMPHASIS WEEK 
MARCH 9 -16, 1997 
Cfhe Qllirflual and Cthi,al ~imensions of 
i1eoderJhio ; 
Sunday, March 9, 1997 
~,. Corne/ ClJJeJ! 
Monday, March 10, 1997 
9yonlo CVonznnl 
Tuesday, March 11, 1997 
9/oia,d CUnioerJ/19 Oludenl ~JJoclallon 
~,. 9ro I Im ~koor 
Friday, March 14, 1997 
Cf'he ~reJidenllal .8eclure 
~,. Olephen Gorier 
Sunday, March 16, 1997 
~ishop 8ohn ~. ~,yon/ 
~II sludenl organizallons and deparlmenls are encouraged lo 
sponsor programs during ~eligious emphasis C/Oeek. 9f 
inleresled please conlacl ~aroara CJilurphy al !he Off ice of !he 
~ean of !he Chapel al (202) ~06 .. 12~1. ~eadline for 
program puolici~ is %0. 24i~\TY••~. 
----------~rm:·~-~ ~ - .. t: Sixth S1n.-,·1 :ind I l<l\\:ml Place 'I\\ ~- ".., _., "> !lOl> HO(, ? l Hil 
~, . .-. .., ,. 
w,1shini:ton. DC 200W ....._Wt,.;;,, Fa~ !2o2) H()6 "" 1 
\ 
= 
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DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 
Inte rviewing 
Q UALIFIED TEACHER APPLICANTS ~xp: 
With special emphasis In the fo Uowlng areas: 'M"~ 
I ( 
MATH, SCIENCE "S 
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENT EDUCATION unc 
MEDIA SPECIALISTS ate, 
lNDUSTRIAL ARTS/TECHNOLOGY EDUCATI0~ eni, 
SPEECH / LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST 
MUSIC 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 
PHYSICAL THERAPIST 
Starting Salary ranges from 
s2s.1so.oo to S4-0,400.00 
EXCELLENT FRJNGE BENEFITS 
Contact Ms. Arlene W'ardell. Director 
Dade County Publlc schools 
Office of Personrwl Staffing 
I soo Biscayne Blvd., Suite 1 29 
Miami, FL 33 132 (305) 995-7078 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYF.H 
RECC>RC> 
STC>RES 
Eli1 M \Y 
SA\Il.lUlf ffS 
BILA\~ lK 
HI s TO rmw . _, ... • • serving music 
THESE AND HUNDREDS MORE ON SAU 
, I: '0~1 
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,_, .. ., I 
--·---.... -
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- .. -·•• ,ii- -~--,...,_,.__ .. _ ......,, 
Az Yet Keith Murray 
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AZ Yet 
S11.99 CD 
S7.99 CASS 
Foxy Brown 
Ill Na Na 
S11.99 CD 
S7.99 CASS 
Enigma h 
S12.99 CD f, 
S8.99 CASS s 
b 
n 
h 
,, 
I: 
r 
s 
' r 
Bounty Killer 
My Experience 
S11.99 CD 
S7.99 CASS 
Mint Condition 
Definition Of A Band 
S11.99 CD 
Redman l 
___ 
......... __ 
................. ,.. .. . 
..... _ ................ . ... 
Alfonzo Hunter 
Black Da Berry 
S11.99 CD 
S7.99 CASS 
S7.99 CASS 
. .... ...... . .. 
Motion Picture 
Soundtrack 
The Preacher's Wife 
$12.99 CD 
$8.99 CASS 
/ .·· ' . '. 
/ /. · / - ~ • I 
, .. , ........ , ....... .. 
-~ ..... , ............ . 
Muddy Waters < 
S11.99 CD 
S7.99 CASS 
Tony Toni Ton!! 
House Of Music 
S11.99 CD 
S7.99 CASS 
Motion Picture 
Soundtrack 
When We Were Kings 
S12.99 CD 
Funkmaster Flex 
The Mix Tapes 
Vol. 2 
SB.99 CASS 
S12.99 CD 
SB.99 CASS 
Solomon Pond Moll , Marlborough (oil 1·290) 508-303-3666 • Horvord Sq••" 
Combridge 617-868·9696 • 24 Winier Street, Downtown Crossing 6!7'.357.3444 • II• 
Moll ot Chestnut Hill 617-964·8100 • Also in Avon, CT a l 380 W. Main Street 860·675•910( 
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~ating disorders center opens in Maryland 
By Natasha Lindsey 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
St Joseph Medical Center in Towson, Md., 
nsoperation, and opened the Center for Ea1-
10Jders. the only cc111er of ,is kind in the c111ire 
1tbn1ic region. . 
)o;(ph Medical Ce111cr i, demonstrating an 
ncomm11me11110 appropriate, compassion-
:11'-irthose among us who suffer from lifc-1hrea1-
xmi1ion, like anorexia. bulimiu and binge ea1-
1ell a, other p,ychi111ric disorders," said Dr. 
Br.in<ll, \\hO is the director of the center and the 
the Department 01 P,ychia1ry at St. Joseph. 
W\Onlers affect people ot all age, and sexes, 
~ conccnlrJtmn of those "ho suit ·r from eal-
wers .ire college-aged women. 
ha~ served as the director of eating disorders 
\111onnl lns1i1me of Mental llcalth and the 
Center for E:i1ing Disorders in Baltimore. Since 
11 h" new position, Brandl has moved lo the 
~nova1ed dcpartmelll 10 con11nuc his commi1-
llffOV1d1ng treatment 10 those "ho ,uffer from 
~..orders. 
1er has an inpatient unit and an mtensivc 12-
hour day treatment program that allows patients 10 
spend a day at the facility where they receive three 
group meals and then return home at night. Ongoing 
outpatient treatment and support groups are also 
offered by the ce111er. 
"The problem with eating disorders is they are hid-
den illnesses and people usually hide their disorder in 
shame," Brandl said. "People with anorexia don't 
know the extent of their illnesses and don't gel 1rea1-
mcn1." · 
According 10 Brandt. anorexia nervosa makes a per-
son have a preoccupation and phobia of eating. The 
individual's view of his or her body is often distorted. 
"Pcr,ons with anorexia are so afraid of eating and get-
ting fat, they'll starve themselves and might pursue 
bmgeing :I.\ "ell,'' Brand! said. 
A person who suffers from anorexia believes that he 
or she is fat even though they are dangerously becom-
ing emaciated. A person who suffers from anorexia wi ll 
often ,how ,ymptoms of preoccupation with food, 
weight or appearance. large weight loss. distorted 
body unagc and refusal 10 eat. 
Bulimia nervosa is :11101her common eating disorder 
that causes the sufferer 10 have powerful urges 10 
overeat discreetly. The signs of a person suffering from 
bulimia nervosa include using laxatives, diuretics or 
diet pills, going 10 the restroom frequently, excessive 
or compulsive exercising. self-induced vomiting, fre-
quent overeating-especially when distressed-and 
strict dieting following binge eating. 
While eating disorders are mainly found among 
college-aged women, men and women of all ages and 
races can be affected. Brandl said many people used 
10 think 1ha1 eating disorders only affected certain 
groups of people. race and economic class. 
"The stereotype of who suffers from eating disorders 
was usually White, upper 10 middle class individuals," 
Brandl said. "We're seeing more and more African-
American ,vomen with eating disorders." 
He also said that men who suffer from eating disor-
ders have difficulty gelling treatment because they 
usually think ii is a female disorder. Many doctors do 
not see men as being prone lo suffering from an eat-
ing disorder. Brandl said. 
According 10 Brandt, doctors also have noticed that 
eating disorders often run in families and speculate 
that the diets or parents can inOuence the eating 
habits of their children. 
" lf a parent's eating is abnormal during a child's for-
mative years, this will have an impact on that child,'' 
Brandt said. 
Brandt said that a child who is exposed to a mother 
continuously dieting when she does not need to can 
be greatly affected. While a parent's eating habits and 
reactions 10 food can alter a child's formative years, 
television shows and magazines that obsess over thin-
ness also affect children and teenagers - especially 
girls. 
"What was considered anractive then isn't a11rac1ive 
now." Brandt said. "The ideal body of the 17th cen-
tury would be obese now. Al a time when we're get-
ting heavier and heavier, there is a message 10 people 
10 gel very, very thin.'' 
Brandt warns those who are looking 10 lose weight 
10 avoid trying diet pills. Brandt said these pills often 
do not work and could have serious side effects, rang-
ing from depression 10 causing people 10 gain all the 
weight back. 
Eating disorders encompass more than just bulimia 
and anorexia. They also affect all races, sexes and ages, 
but if eating disorders are hidden, the illness could 
seriously affect the health of 1ha1 person. For more 
information on the center call (410) 427-2100. 
O:rganizations promote safe love 
~ 
Chocolate Decadence 
ie da) before ,erving 
e 011 ,pray 
bittersweet or scnu,,.,.,.t chocolntc, chopped fine 
tU 
ieparated 
,anilla e~tract 
;;.:i;,n lhe n,c\.. in the lower third ol the o,en and preheat the oven 
~cc,. Spray the ,ides of an 8-int·h round, I 1/2 10 2-inch-deep 
pu1lh vegetable oil spray and lme the bollom of the pan with 
brl! p;ip.:r. Put a kettle of water on to boil for step four. 
the chocolate 111 a large mixing bowl. In a ,mall bowl, com-
!ubolc egg and one egg )Olk" ith the vanilla. Place the two egg 
1:11 medium bowl "ith the cream of tartar. Set all three bowls 
':'llxne the cocoa, nour and 2/3 cup, of ~ugar in a l 10 I 1/2 quart 
~omcd saucepan. Whisk in enough of the milk (about half) 10 
IIIIOOlhpa.-ie. Mh 111 the remaining milk. Cook over medium heal, 
1co1i-1anll) with a wooden spoon or heat proof paddle to prevent 
l?liespeciall} around the bonom edges) until mixture begins 10 sim-
lr:.mef\Cf) gently. ,urring consta111ly for I 1/2 minutes. Pour the 
• tmmcd1a1ely over the chopped chocolate. Stir until !he choco-
acipletely melted and smooth. Whisk in the cgg yolk and vanil-
Set aside. 
egg ,.h,1e., and cream of 1artar at medium speed until soft peaks 
ICMUJ.lly sprinkle in the remaining 1/4 cup sugar, beating al high 
r.nl the egg whites arc stiff but not dry. Fold a quarter of !he egg 
l!urc into the chocolate 10 lighten it; then fold in the rest. Scrape 
"mto the cake pan and smooth the top. Set cake pan in a larger 
)1111 (al lea,1 two inches wider). and place on oven rack. Pour 
'!lid111g \\liter into the hakmg pan 10 come about a third lo halfway 
tti<h of the cake pan. Bake for exactly 30 mmutes. The surface 
0
"1t\\ill spring back when very ge111ly pressed, but ii will be qu11e 
ic-ide. Remove pan from oven. Removc the cake pan from the 
I'd cool completely on .1 rad .. Wrap in plastic and refrigerate 
• before ~rving. 
hsen may be refrigerated for up 101wo days or frozen for up 10 
· ,me: unmold by :,lid1ng a thin knifc or metal spatula around the 
ilhe c:lke pan 10 release the torte. Place a piece or wa" paper on 
lltt. lmtrl a plate on top of waxed paper and turn torte over onto 
Ranole the ca~e pan and peel a\\ay paper liner. Turn torte right 
1:g2m onto a plate and remove waxed paper. Sprinkle po" de red 
lllroogh a 1e:i stminer 10 du,1 the top (oplionnl). Cut torte into 
•1th a sharp, 1h111 knife. Dip the ~nife in hol water and wipe it 
>:r•ttn each ,lice or cut with dental noss a, you would a moist 
e. Serve each slice with about two tablespoons of raspberry 
esser 
ich trimn clown hcro: 
'teilecnd<'ncc o nnrt 1t still 
tastes great. 
By Natasha Lindsey 
Hilltop Stalf Writer 
While many Howard students will be 
spending Valen1ine's Day with their 
swec1hcar1s, the Howard University Health 
Center and other organiLations on campus wil l 
be spending today promoting safe sex. 
Volunteers will be handing out chocolates, 
condoms, pencils and valentines in the 
Blackburn Center through out the day. These 
gift, arc nol just 10 celebrate Valentine's Day, 
but to also promote National Condom Day, 
which tails on Feb. 14. 
National Condom Day wa., founded in 1978 
by students anending the University of 
California al Berkeley. The day of condom 
awareness now involves over 350 universities. 
AIDS and STD education organizations, 
family planning clinics and pharmacies all 
over the United States and Cnnada have also 
began 10 participate. 
According 10 Dr. Carolyn Goode, health 
education coordinator at the Howard 
University Health Cen1er. Valentine's Day was 
coined "VD Day" because of the large 
numbers of sexually 1ransmi11ed diseases that 
came out of this day of love. This is one of 
many reasons that National Condom Day falls 
on the same day a.s Valen1ine's Day. 
Three million teenagers from ages 15 10 19-
years-old contract an STD each year, and teens 
account for a quarter of the 12 million STD 
ca.ses reported annually. the Advocates for 
Youth reported. 
"One million women between the ages of 13 
and 19 become pregnant each year, and we 
have a large number of women on this campus 
who fit into this category." Goode said. "The 
emphasis of this dny is 10 prevent unwanted 
pregnancies, sexually 1ransmi11ed diseases and 
HIV." 
An estimated 1,965 AIDS cases have been 
reported in the United States among 13 10 19-
year-olds. Out of this number, 827 of these 
teenagers were African American, the Center 
for Disease Control said. 
"We want 10 promote the prevention aspect," 
Goode said. "We don't want people coming in 
a week later with a lesion or some type of 
discharge." 
Employees at the Howard University Health 
Center said that there has been an increase in 
the number of women asking for condoms. 
While this increase is pleasing to the Health 
Center, employees said the numbers could still 
be larger. 
The Health Center reported 1ha1 501,310 
cases of AIDS among people in the United 
Sm1es include 170.271 cases of African 
Americans and 87,387 cases of Hispanics. In 
1995. 51 percent of the ArDS cases reported 
were among African Americans and 
Hispanics. These 1wo groups only represent an 
estimated 10 to 13 percent of the U.S. 
II HEALTH FACTS] YOU ARE INVITED 
Chocolate may be the way 10 a 
person·, heart in more ways than 
many of us imagined. Researchers 
at the University of California at 
Davis have found that chocolate 
carries high levels of chemicals 
known as phenolics, which is 
thought 10 lower the risk of coro-
nary heart disease by preventing 
fa1-like substances in the blood-
stream from oxidizing and clog-
ging lhe arteries. 
Source: Andrew \Vaterhouse, 
U11iversif\• ofCaliforma at Davis. 
Since 1989. heterosexual trans-
mission has accounted for the 
greate,1 propomonal increase in 
reported AIDS cases and ii is the 
leading cause ol HIV infection 
among \\Omen ages 13 to 24. 
Source: Ad,·ocates for Youth. 
In 1994. 18 percent of AIDS 
ca,es reported in adults/adoles-
cents occurred among women. Of 
those cases, more than 77 percent 
occurred among African Ameri-
cans and Hi,panics. The rates 
among African American and 
Hispanic women were 16 and 
seven times higher, respectively, 
than those among White women. 
Source: Cemus for Disease 
Control. 
Fifly-~ix percent of U.3. chi l-
dren with prenatally acquired 
AIDS :,re Black. More than 3,000 
cases of Black U.S. children under 
the age of I 3 with A IDS have 
been reported and 95 percent or 
these children acquired HIV from 
their mothers during pregnancy or 
birth. 
Source: Cemcrs for Disease 
Control. 
Syphilis rates among 15 lo 19-
ycnr-old females increased 112 
percent from 1984 10 1992. From 
1986 10 1992, rates of syphilis 
among 15 10 19-year-old males 
increased 41 percent. 
Source: Ad.-ocates for Youth. 
''The Spirituality of 
Politics'' 
Tuesday, February 18, 1997 
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
Andrew Rankin Memorial 
Chapel 
The Rev. Dr. Richard L. Tolliver, Speaker 
Rector, St. Edmund's Episcopal Church and 
President, St. Edmund's Redevelopment 
Corporation, Chicago 
• Howard Ph.D., Political Science 11 
• Cited for "Bringing Hope Back to the Hood, (Business Week. 8/17/96) 
Session 3 of "Rappin, Religion, and 
Relationships" 
Sponsored by the United Ministries at Howard University and The Office 
of the Dean of the Chapel 
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kend With United Airlinec; 
'9:Mo~day Or T uec;day To 
ll,t "" 0{1~ 1=011 7·1,e \\' e ~ 
.~1,d R~itU'ti 71,e 1-c!lc\l'i1 
(S\:,. Subsi" 0 ' ,,nal'..$av1ng~ When ·.. · 
_ ur. ~-·· ·e · ard® Card~ ) OU lJ '.;'C ~ ., 
r-----------------------------~ 
Promo Code: AVC'lll7 0 Weekender Zone Fare Certificate Ticket Designator: AVfX!l7 s Uc;e Your Mac;terCard® Card Travel Complete: June 6, 1997 
for Great Savingc; On United Airlinec;. ... 
To make reservations, call United at 1-ioo-241-6522 u i BUU ti  
or your travel professional. · . 
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027 .  
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DO PRESSURES HA VE YOU FEELING 
DOWN FROM DAY TO DAY? 
LET WRAPPIN' BEADS BY FATIMA MAKE YOU FEEL 
BRAND NEW. 
WE NOW PRESENT FABULOUS FACIALS! Wrappin,. Bead. ~ 
F:atima LEAVE YOUR SKIN FEELING PAMPERED, SOFT, AND __ ,__ -~ ' VELVETY SMOOTH! £ p ...... nt• " Mon. · TI,u .... Sp_,I, k~ CHOOSE FROM OUR EXTRAVAGANT SELECTION 
Shampoo, Wrap & Curl. ....... 25.00 ~~\~ NATURAL FACIAL PRODUCTS: . 
Relaxers with Trim........ ...... 45.00 Pf•\ ( 
HairTrim........................... /0.00 THE CHOCOLATE FACIAL 
Hair Color.. ....................... /~00+ 
Eyebrow Waxing ........... 7.00 
Weaves/Braids.. ................ prices will vary 
r 
THE VEGGIE FACIAL 
THE TUTTI FRUTTI FACIAL 
AND MANY MORE! 
\l/4 - ...I --.I N-. A..I M...i..il 
A""'°" Alf.- N"'""' S--t- t.., 
N..,.. '- '..l 
ONLY $5.00 AS AN INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL WITH ANY 
HAIRSTYLE AND FREE FOR FIRST TIME CUSTOMERS! \ 
A11'1 • .J .l ...,.. c..J.4-.J. -.J 
2632 Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Woshilgton, DC 
(202) 986-3767 
TREAT YOURSELF TO ONE TODAY! 
CALL (202) 667-3037 FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
Februar, 
ff 
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SPORTS 
Ali reflects on boxing 
during HU visit 
By Roche ll Bishop 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
1---------
lllhough hb status as one the 
11 loved sports figures ,n 
u,enca has not changed over the 
~. former world-clnss boxer 
~mad Ali snid that the sport 
bcmng has undergone many 
i,iges since he Wt\S heavyweight 
:,r,pion or the world. 
Ii graced 1he campus or Howard 
:otl\ily laM week with his wire 
fflie and Tom Howser, author or 
1 n:nec1ive book, .. Healing -
Journal or Tolerance and 
>kr<tanding," 
)zing h" visit, Ali compared 
..-ntd•y boxers 10 the ones or his 
Jlt 
·umdividuals they (the boxers) 
r. !('Od. but they are not evenly 
•Jdied," said Ali. now nfnicted 
j Minson's disease. '1bday, 
.J>,-an1 ii eas). The discipline is 
•ten:." 
\Ir.in Lester, a box mg ms1ruc1or 
I\Jll"3111 University. agreed with 
'oo:s) there are only two or three 
m "ho can compete," Lester 
J 
lj ~d he has 1augh1 his son 10 
'l. but said he would di;courage 
from entering the boxing 
b,ion. Both Ali and his wife 
d 1ha1 they would rather 
~gc their son 10 U!>C h,s mind, 
,~ ti,1s. 
\1 <atd he did not receive the 
,e paycheck\ boxers receive 
..t).and both Lonnie and lfowser 
Howard Bingham 
Boxing legend Muhammad All shares his Ideas on the s tate of 
boxing then and now 
agree 1ha1 boxers today are not 
overpaid. In fact, How,er believes 
that with the exception or a fow big 
names. most boxers are underpaid 
because managers like Don King 
get a large portion of the profit. 
Tochnology has also changed the 
sport or boxing. Ali said he was one 
of the first fighters 10 make the 
sport global by 1mvcling 10 different 
countries. Todny, with new 
technological advances, the spon of 
boxing hns become worldwide. Ali 
said he does not anend bouts very 
often: in,1cad he wntches them on 
Pay Per View. 
"People appreciate the 
convenience," Lonnie said. "II (Pay 
Per View) has allowed 1he ~port 10 
bccume a family affair." 
A Ii said h~ I.nows that it is 
difficult for young boxers 10 
succeed. Although he was a gifted 
and talented boxer. Ali suffered 
from the prejudice of a 
predominately White society. 
Because of his affiliat ion with the 
Black Muslims and his appeal for 
draft exemption, he was denied 
many awards for his 
accomplishments. 
Ali is no longer a part or 1he 
Nation of Islam. Since the death of 
former Nation of Islam leader 
Elijah Muhammed. Ali has been a 
practicing Suni Muslim. 
Al i is currently doing charily 
work and making public 
appearances 10 promote tolerance 
and understanding. He said he 
wants people 10 understand that 
there are those of us who are 
different. and all people should 
accept those differences. Ali said he 
beheves that God has him on a 
mission, and he uses the girl God 
gave him 10 gel 10 a higher plane. 
Understaffed sports information 
office excels desp ite problems 
By Ivan J. Aranha 
Hilltop Staff Writc:r 
lie Howard University Sports 
-rma1ion Department. located 
•~ Ha.II, is the force behind the 
"icn:la1ions or nil HU ath letics. 
1t sports information office, 
Kh opera tes year-round in 
.llloration "ith the Orfice of 
· mny Communications, is 
"Orlsible for recording and 
mining s1a1is1ical information 
17 in1ercollegia1c sports, 
ngall press operations during 
-'lei, retrieving coach and athlete 
.,ground datn. selling up 
:rv,ews with coaches and 
~- and priming press guides. 
t:v.:t.nl Hill Jr .. director or the 
'llrlment, said that the 
'mJ.1ion office i~ a vital part 10 
r Un1versi1y and has 
( -m.plishcd many tt\Sks. despite 
, understaffed. 
1ihmk our department does as 
t as any other school's." said 
· ·,•ho11,as appointed director in 
'a,h 1986 after serving six 
'".!h1 as acting director and two 
<ZI as an assistant. " I'm most 
":Id or our dedicated stat crew 
~~1is1an1s." 
The department focuses heavily 
lhcfoolball and men's basketball 
llr.l bccaust of their media and 
"lni interest and high revenue 
production. 
The University's coaches are 
pleased with the department's 
work. 
.. The Sports Informa tion 
Department is an extremely needed 
area," men's basketball coach Mike 
McLecse said. "Ed and his staff do 
the best they can under a tight 
budge!. and they do a good job." 
"Given the resources they have 10 
work with. they are doing n 
yeoman's job," wrestling Coach 
Paul Couon said. ''I'd like to see 
them to be able 10 expand." 
Athletic Director Hank Ford said 
he is aware of the staffing problem. 
"Ed has been most helpful in 
providing sports coverage," Ford 
said. "He has always assisted me 
and given me help when I needed 
it. The (staffing problem] is one that 
will be addressed." 
Hill said he feels the information 
office compares well wi1h other 
universities despite his small staff, 
and he encourages those with a 
serious interest in public relations 
and sports journalism to make an 
appointment 10 sec him. Allhough 
the student positions do not pay. 
Hill said a student will acquire 
invaluable experience and 
knowledge 1ha1 cnn be beneficial 
for a future career. 
Numerous successful careers 
started tn lfoward 's s ports 
information office: Bruce Speight, 
now a public relations assistant for 
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Director Ed Hill Keeps sports 
information office afloat 
the Carolina Panthers; Rochelle 
Beard, once a s1a1is1ician, now 
wo rks in marketing for the 
Cleveland Cavaliers: and Terry 
Washington, who also served as a 
s1a1is1ician, is now the director or 
media relations for the National 
Basketball Association. 
Bison male, female tennis teams 
,hunger for ch ampionship season 
By Pedro de Weaver 
Hilllop Staff Writer 
The Howard University tennis 
bm, led by coach Larry 
llrict land, is ready for action as it 
l\1ng,1 into for the spring season. 
According 10 Strickland, 
Qj)ectalions arc high nnd both the 
llltll's and women's teams have a 
lood chance at becoming 
IXllftrcnce champions. 
'I expect the moM of my 1enni, 
pl,i~rs," Strickland said. "We're 
!'ling there 10 win, not come m 
iecood." 
I.alt season, the women's team 
ll)Sled a record or?- I and became 
HBCU champions. 
The men·:. team fell a victory 
short from the conference leaders 
pace and finished with a 5-2 record 
and r,rst runner-up in HBCU 
championships. 
With a strong showing last season. 
Strickland said all that is left for the 
women's team 10 do is 10 .. put more 
distance between themselves and 
the rest of the conference." 
The play or freshman Katya 
O1.apala. the women's No. I player. 
is important if the women are 10 
scpam1c themselves from the rest of 
the league. Obpaln 's strengths are 
her consistency, determination and 
powerful ground Mrokes. If there is 
any weakness in her game, ii would 
be her inexperience in game 
strategy. 
TI1e mens· seasonal outcome is up 
in the air. 
" Last season was a learning one 
and we must not become 
discouraged,'' Strickland said. 
Senior Kenny Callender. the No. 
I men's team player. will be 
expected 10 contribute heavily with 
his strong play and experience, 
despite his slow starts. 
" He's the mos1 tenacious player," 
Strickland said. " It's just tough 10 
beat him.'' 
Newcomer Anand Jayaraman 
from Australia will help add 
firepower 10 the team 's doubles 
play. 
The men take on William and 
Mary University tomorrow, while 
the women will be in idle until their 
next match on March 9 when both 
teams face off against the 
University of Maryland Eastern 
Shore in a dual match al home. 
HU swimmer makes record 
splash in competition 
By Dennis Freeman 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Female swimmer Maya Nasution 
is "without a doubt, the greatest 
female swimmer ever 10 swim al 
Howard University." 
Thal is how the Howard swim 
coach E. Newton Jackson describes 
the 23-year-old Indonesian native. 
Nasution will have the chance 10 
back up her coach's statement at the 
last swim meet of her illustrious 
career this weekend at the USS 
Senior Nationals Southern States 
Conference Chlllnpionships held in 
Davidson. N.C. 
Out of 21 swim and dive events, 
Nasu1ion will leave HU as the 
school's reco rd holder for 12 
women's swimming events. 
Co,i~idered a ~ng middle distance 
swimmer, Nasution did well in some 
of the shoner races. She broke her 
own school record in the 100-yard 
buuer11y ti\'C times d1is season alooe-
her best time at I :01.31. In all , 
Nnsution tu~ broken IO school records 
this i.eason. 
A junior college All-American in 
the 50-meier bu«er11y and the 200-
rneter individual melody events while 
at a Calirorniacollege and a performer 
at the 1993 World University Games, 
Nasu1ion said it was luck 1ha1 she 
ended up at Howard. 
.. Dr. Jackson has contacts in 
California and heard about me," 
said Nasu1ion, a psychology major. 
"He sent word that he wa:, 
interested m me ... 
Al the time Jackson heard about 
Nasution, she had been living with 
an American family for two years 
who took her in after she left her 
homeland 10 explore America. 
Nasut ion became familiar with 
America and the family she lived 
-,,..---~---, 
Maya Nasutlon owns most of the school records In Howard 
Unlverslty Swimming. 
with by touring with the Indonesian and his family. Dickson became 
National Swim Tham 10 different fami liar with Nasution while she 
countries. was traveling with the Indonesian 
Nasu1ion anribu1es her swimming team and he was coaching the 
prowess 10 her father, Radja Hillside Aquatic Team in Southern 
Nasution. California. Nasution said she is still 
the coach for the Indones ian in touch with her American fam ily 
National Swim Tham. and her relationship with Dickson 
"He's a good coach," said has grown. 
Nasution, who has had four of her "We've developed a good 
sisters on the Indonesian swim friendship." Nasu1ion said. "He's 
team ... My dad pushed and pushed. happy for me." In comparing the two 
He's very demanding. Swimming countries as far competition goes, 
used 10 be my hobby until I stnrted Nasu1ionsaid there is a big difference. 
working with him." "We're still a developing coun1ry.·· 
Nasution got her start in Nasution said. "We have a lack or 
swimming al the tender age of 4. resources. We don' t have the 
joined the national team al 12 and sponsorships the United Siates do. 
broke two national records in her There's a 101 of difference." 
country in the 200-breas1s1roke and As for Howard, Nasu1ion said the 
the 200-meter bunerfly. program is moving in the right 
Nasu1ion stayed on the team nine direction. ·1nere's a lot or polemial 
years before coming 10 the United here," Nasution said. '1ne program 
States 10 live with Mike Dickson can go real far." 
... 
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Delta A,r L,nes 
Opens Up The USA To 
College Students 
ith A Year's Worth 
Of Low fares 
And 
Unl, m,ted f uri. 
You deserve some fun. Get ready 
for some with Extra Credit:"' 
Enroll today in Delta's new college 
travel program. Save up to 50% -
sometimes more - off normal 
(7, 14, 21 day) advance purchase, 
round-trip coach fares. Hurry, 
membership is limited. 
Get the whole scoop on the \Veb at 
http://www.delta-alr.com/college 
To enroll, call I 800 335-8218 or 
1 800 DELTA 18 
I 
) A DeltaAfrLines 
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OFFICE OF 
STUDENT FINANCIAL SERVICES 
ANNOUNCES SECOND DEFERRED PAYMENT STATEMENT 
o MAILED TO YOUR BILLING ADDRESS ON FEBRUARY 14, 1997 
o PAYMENT DUE BY MARCH 17, 1997 
o PAYMENTS MAY BE MADE BY CASH, CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR 
CREDIT CARD . ALL CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS MUST BE MADE BY 
THE HOLDER OF THE CREDIT CARD OR WB MUST HAVE THE MAILED 
IN AUTHORIZATION ON THE REVERSE OF THE BILLING STATEMENT 
COMPLETED IN FULL AND SIGNED BY THE CARDHOLDER . 
o LATE PAYMENT FEE OF $75. 00 WILL BE ASSESSED AS OF MARCH 18, 
1997 
THE HILLTOP 
o TREASURER'S HOLDS WILL BE PLACED ON OUTSTANDING ACCOUNTS AS 
OF MARCH 18, 1997 
o PENDING FINANCIAL AID AND FINALIZED FINANCIAL AID NOT POSTED 
TO YOUR ACCOUNT WILL BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION PRIOR TO 
APPLICATION OF LATE FEES AND TREASURER 'S HOLDS 
SPRING 1997 SECOND DEFERRED PAYMENT 
IOlfARD UHIVIRSITY STUDENT KAMB ID I 
S!Ul)IJIT FIKAMCIAL SIRVICIS 
P.O. B01 789 ANY snIDENT 123456 
WASBIKGTOK, DC 20059 
STUDBKT 
ADDRESS 
BILLING 
ADDRESS 
ANY ffi'UDENT 
123 Main Street 
Silver Spring, Md. 20910 
AIIY .STUDEIIT 
456 Main St. 
Boulder, Colo. 90823 
REMIT {CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS) 
PAYABLE TO HOWARD UMIVBRSITY 
IKCLUDB KAMB, ID NO., AKD MAIL TO: 
OFFICE or STUDINT rIKAMCIAL SIRVICB: 
BOWARD UMIVIRSITY 
P.O. B01 789 
WASHINGTON, DC 20059 
FOR BILLIKG INQUIRIES CONTACT STUDEK~ 
ACCOUNTS OFFICE AT 202/806-2610 
202/806-5182 (FAX) 
* STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT AS OF 02/10/ 97 
BEGINNING BALANCE 11/30/96 
DATE CODE DESCRIPTIONS DEBITS CREDITS 
01/07/~7 TUITIOK $4, lp(),00 
01/07/97 BKDOWMEKT FBB ·- $15.00 
01/07/97 SELF HELP FEB $5.00 -
01/07/97 MATRICULATION FEB $182.50 
01/07/97 CASH RECEIPT $975.75 
01/07/97 CASH RECEIPT $475.25 
01/16/97 CASH RECEIPT $1,240.00 
01/16/97 CASH RECEIPT $200.00 
01/29/97 UMCOLLECT CHICKS FEB . $25.00 
• 01/29/97 UllCOLLBCT CHECKS FBE 1, $25.00 I•. 
01/29/97 UMCOLLBCT CHICKS FEB $975.75 
01/29/97 UMCOLLBCT CHECKS FBB $'75.25 
02/07/97 DEFERRED PAYMENT FEB $50.00 
02/07 /97 LATE PAYMENT FEB $150,00 
02/07/97 STAFFORD IDAH $1,260.00 
02/07/97 LABORATORY FEE $25.00 
02/07/97 CASH Rf£EIP1' O'I1IF.R $1,920.00 
02/07/97 R004RENT ' $1,159.00 
02/07/97 MEAI.S $860.00 
***TOTALS*** tA 107 c;n • ti'. n11 M 
' PENDING AID $1.(XX),OO 
BALANCE DUE 03/17 /97 Sl.036.50 
Checks will not be accepted for accounts with previously dishonored checks. 
* Please note: Failure of pending aid to aaterialize is your responsibility. 
Payaents recorded after Kar. 17, 1997 will be a11e11ed an additional late fee of $75.00. 
***Note*** For Credit Card infor1ation uae the reverse aide of this fora. 
February 14, 
EXPLANATION OP BILL FOR SECOND DEFERRED PAYMENT 
STATEMFNF OF ACCOUNT AS OF . Represents au charges and credits posted 10 your account as or L'.t 
dale indicated. 
BEGINNING BAIANCE • Represents the amount outstanding as of Fall/1996. 
DA TE • ReHects the date that the corresponding transaction was posted to your account. 
CODE DFSCRIYI1ONS • Identifies type of charge or credit posted to your account 
DEBITS • Represents the amount of each charge posted to your account 
CREDITS • Represents the amount of each credit posted to your ac(:OUDL 
. 
TOTALS • Renects toial charges and total credits respecti1·ely. 
PF.NDING AID • Represents financial aid which has not yet been finalized by the Office of Fin.incfal Al 
BAIANCE DUE• Represents your second deferred payment amount 
(To determine Balance Due subtract total credits and peoding aid from total debits) 
EXAMPLE: 
TOTAL DEBITS SS,l07.50 
LF.SS TOTAL CREDITS (6,071.00) 
LF.SS PENDING AID (UXXl.ool 
BALANCE DUE Si.006150 
PLEASE REFER ALL BILLING INQUIRFS TO TIIE omCE OF STUDF.~ f™ANCIAL SERV!Ol 
snJDF.NT ACCOUN1S IN ROOM llS OF rnE ADMINLSTRA TION BUILDING. 
*To have your payment charged to AMEX, VISA, or MASTERCARD 
account please complete the ' folloving information: 
(All credit card transactions subject to bank approval ) 
(Please print clearly) 
STUDENT NA!!E ___________ I.D.# ___ _ 
DOLLAR AMOUNT $ 
---
CARD TYPE 
CARD NUIIBER ________ EXP. DATE ____ _ 
CARDHOLDER HAKE 
CARDHOLDER SIGNATURE __________ ____ _ 
ADDRESS 
WORK NO. ( ) _____ HOKE NO. ( ) _____ _ 
Please mail credit card payment to: 
Office of Student Financial Services 
Howard University 
P,O, Box 789 
Washington, D.C. 20059 
' 
( 
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LOOKING FOR A SUMMER INTERNSHIP?????? 
Well you are in luck because on Friday, February 20 ....... . 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
B9 
-
-
-
-
-
-.. 
• 
• 
• .. 
.. 
-
-• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-
-
-.. 
• 
-.. 
.. 
will be on campus interviewing students in the following disciplines: ~ 
-
-lccounting, Finance, Computer Information Systems, Math, ~ 
• 
~conomics, Computer Systems Engineering, Electrical Engineering, ~ 
• 
~fechanical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Management, ~ 
-
tarketing, and 1st Year MBA ~ 
.. 
-.. 
-.. 
: :ome hear more about us at the School of Business Speaker's Bureau: § 
-
-.. lursday February 20, 1997 § 
• 
<::00 - 7:00 p.m.(Reception immediately following) j 
ichool of Business Auditorium g 
.. 
-.. 
• 
• .. 
.. 
.. 
llCheck your placement Office to sign up for an interview! a 
.. 
-.. 
• .. 
-
-
-
We Bring Good Things To Life ~ 
-
-• 
-• 
• 
-.. 
• 
• 
-.. 
-• 
• 
~===~· ==================~ E 
-• 
COMEJOINTHESCHOOLPSYCHOLOGYSTUDENTSAT 
-
-
-• 
-.. 
-
-
-
-
-• 
• .. 
~ HOW ARD UNIVERSITY FOR AP ANEL DISCUSSION ON -• .. 
-• 
• 
EBONICS: A PSYCHO.EDUCATIONAL 
DEVELOPMENTAL PERSPECTIVE 
DATE: February 20, 1997 
' TIME: 4:00 - 5 :30 P .M. 
• 
PLACE: Auditorium, Blackburn Center 
. MODERATOR: DR. SHARON-ANN GOPAUL-McNICOL 
(Refreshments will be served}_ 
-
-.. 
• 
-
-
-• 
-
-.. 
-
-
-• .. 
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• 
• 
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LOVE LUST & LIES 
RELATIONSIIlP SEMINAR 
FEATURING 
MICHAEL BAISDEN 
AUTHOR OF THE CONTROVERSIAL BEST SELLER 
NEVER SATISFIED 
HOW & WHY MEN CHEAT 
AND SPECIAL GUEST 
ANITA LAWSON, 
THE HILLTOP 
AtITHOR OF GIRL ..... !(Scrcnity, Courage & Wisdon - for the Dissed, Pissed Woman ... ) 
Valentines Weekend 
SATURDAY, Feb. 15, 1997 From 1:00-5:00 PM 
AT HOW ARD UNIVERSITY CAMPUS 
Blackbum Center - Ballroom 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 202-722-6992 
WIM- flW TUUlttSlrfft..NW 
(202 U1-a72 (202) HNUJ 
Wesley Foundatlm, lhe United 
Methodllt Campus Ministry at H.U., 
Is serioos about helping people Ii~ 
their witness. In.addition to monthly 
smice activities in lhe community, 
thls mlnlsuy abo participates In 
Nlional and international ml$slon 
projecu. Two upooming opportunities 
Alttrnatlvt Spring Bruk 
March n-29, 1m 
Summer Cultural 
Immtrsloa/Mlssloa Projtct, May 13-
20, 1997 
The mission projects, like all Weslty 
Foundlllloa artlritlts, are open to 
tttr)'Oat, Uaittd Mttbodlst or not. 
lnte:ested individuals me encourtged 
to pk:k up application foms from the 
Oiapel Office located on lhe main 
level, in the Carnegie Bldg.or in the 
Wt$1ey Founda1ion office, located on 
the lower lt~I of lhe Carnegie Bldg. 
Call 202~95 for more 
Wormation. 
Altuoatlvt Sprtnc Break 1997 
March 11,.29, 1997 
Spend Spring Btuk in North Carolina 
rtpairing lhe homes of tlduty and 
low-income individuals in Lumberton, 
a community populated predominantly 
by Native Americans, Afrlcan-
Americw and Anglo-Americans. 
Learn about sy$1emlc poveny from 
area agc,,cies and various individuals. 
Visit the Lumbee Reseivation. Group 
panicipants will be challenged to not 
only intepte their faith and actions, 
but also their academics and Ouisdan 
social witness. 
Ptrticipenls will be expected to attend 
scheduled meetings in preparation for 
the trip. 
The cost for this trip is $100. This 
money will be used to pay for 
coostruc:tion supplies. Ttansporta1ion 
and food will be provided. Spece is 
limiled. Applications are due by 
Noon, Ftbruary 14, 1997. 
This mission trip Is a join< project 
or Wesley Fouodatloo & tht OlrJCt 
or tbt Dtaa or the Chapel 
Summer Cultural 
l.mmtl'lloo/Mlsslon Pro.Jed 
May 13-10, 1997 
l..asl ytar, 'Zlmbabwe. This ytar, 
Jamaica. Wesley Foundation will 
spon,or an international cult11111 
lmmenior,/ml$slon project to Jamaica. 
Group penlclpents will pell1I a churth 
and llWlSO, build a fence and Interact 
with area children. Members of the 
work team will !tam about 
ministry/mission activities in Jamaica. 
The group will worship with an 
bland COllgrtption. No trip to 
Jamaica would be C(ltnplete without a 
vislt to the Dw,n's Rive, Falls. lhe 
beach and other sites. 
Participants are expocted to attend 
scheduled meetings in prtparation for 
the trip, and ocasional Wesley 
f'owldatlon events.. 
Cost $550. This fee covers airfare, 
lodging and meals. Group 
penlclpants will be expected to raise 
funds needed for consuuction 
supplies.. Applications me due by 
Noon, Friday, ~h 7, 1997. 
Februal} 
Sure We Build · y'Iheme Pari, 
But We Also Build · ! Resumes. 
+ < ,+lt.dfJ . 
. ' 
(:c.'0,'L..~ .. 
~ [~ .As part of the Walt Di.sney 
Worl~ College Progr~m. 
, 
you can do some pretty amazing things. 
-
• Leam from some of the top managers in the hospitality and entertainment industJy 
• Work behind the scenes at the worlds numbef one vacation destination. 
• Live with people from all <Ner the world. 
The opportunities are priceless! And so is the e,q:ierience. You must attend w 
Casting Session to be considered. Start building up that resume OON. 
Ask our Representative about special opportunities for those students who speak ~ 
000 SESSIOX DAlt: Tharsday, Fehrnry 20 TIME: u noon 
LOCATIOX: Colle,e of l1silltss Facvlty Loanie 
FOR MORE IXFO, COJITACI': Charles Monoian (202) 806· 1S30 
Also visit us at www careermosaic.com/cm/wdw/wdwl .hlml 
(ITWE£N ma UIHONiSmET, NW> 
10:00 P.M. • +.oo A.M. 
' t I 
ITOPARTY 
2ITODRIN< 
00 ATII.E'OC WEAR 
FOR MORE 1JOi CALL W31.ot50 
SUN.,mB 16111 
KID CAPRI 
@QUIGLEY'S ~ 
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ENROLLMENT MANAGEMENT 
14 . FEBRUARY 1997 
Fall 1997 
General andatory 
Registration 
31 arch -11 April 
Currently enrolled students -who plan to continue 
in Fall 1997 inust register (select courses) during 
General Mandatory Registration (GMR). If you 
do not register during GMR, you will be assessed 
a $150 Late Registration Fee. 
To complete General Mandatory Registration, you 
lllust: 
• Remove any of the following holds: Academic, Address, . 
Admission, Advisor's, Housing, International, Medical, 
Student Affairs, Treasurer's. 
• Read the Student Reference Manual and Directory of Classes 
Fall 1997 available in your school/ college after 5 March. 
• See your academic advisor to ensure appropriate 
course selection. 
• Call HU-PROS (Howard University Programmatic 
Registration On-Line System) at 202-806-4537 and enter 
your selected classes by telephone. (Note: SOLAR oper-
ators will not be available to enter your courses. Students 
must select courses using HU-PROS.) 
UI 
B 
812 
are ue, 
paid in fu ll, the Monday before 
publica1ion. Announcemenis by 
campus organizations for meet• 
ings, seminars or non-profi1 evenis 
are free for IO words or less and 
$1 for every addilional five words. 
Campus nnnouncemenis for profi1 
are charged as individuals. Indi-
viduals adver1ising for the purp<>se 
of announcing a service, buying or 
selling are charged $5 for 1he firsl 
20 word~ and $ I for every addi-
1ional five words.Local companies 
arc charged $IO for 1he firs1 20 
words and $2 for every five words 
1hcrcaf1er. Personal ads are $2 for 
the firs1 IO words and $ I for every 
additional five words. Color Hill-
topica arc ID addiliooal $2 
ANNOONCEMEN'I S 
Ccli6ritiiij Blii:i Ciiltiiro--
Siltabood/Broeherliood and Pride. 
UBIQUITY: Blactbcrro TODAY 
@7pm. 
ROSA Communny Ou1rcach 
Day! Please sign-up now in 1he 
HUSA office located in Blacburn, 
Rm. 102. 
R.P.E.R. MaJor's Club Meeung 
Fri. 2/14 al Burr Gym #20 I I al 
1:10pm. 
NSBE Presen1s: Nauonal 
Engineer's Week 
February I 6th Chapel Call 
February 18th Moorland-Spingard 
Research Cenier Workshop 
5:00pm in LKD 2109 
February 191h Black 
En1rcprcneuship Workshop 
5:00pm in LKD 2109 
February 2 I s1 " Blackburn 
Concer1" wi1h Biz Markie and 
Backyard Band I Opm-uniil 
A11en11on P.E. Siudents of Ms. 
Toler's classes: All ques1ions 
regarding incomple1es or grades 
must be addressed before 
March 2 1. 1997 
vlriiio < iriiPollD- u.Niicd iiid 
Not ••barned" All evaiiDI of poa,-
itm io•lahlJ ,,o relltiombipt from 
biblical peupec:ti.e. Speaktn: 
Dooald & Miriam Wri&bt-
'JPll'l'l. 7pm, Qapcl Spomored 
by. TSA/NDP Infu: 865-8482 
M>t •• .Deiiii1 <I™ 
welcomo W ., 
February 19 at ffl Demal bOo 
room 5 &.I 
All pe1111ons for s1uden1 council 
pos1i1ions mus1 be turned into 1he 
Allied Heahh Studen1 Council 
Office by Feb. 18 al 5:00pm 
The Pohucal Science Soc1e1y will 
host a Capitol Hill Employment 
Workshop Wednesday. February 
19 from 7-8:30 in DGH 8 -21. All 
are invi1ed. 
'l'he H,lhop needs copy ed11orslll 
All 1hose in1eres1ed please submi1 
a resume and samples of your 
work to 1he Hi lltop office. Call 
806-6866 for more informa1ion. 
Mr. Howard Omversuy w,11 be 
having a .. Black Men's Heahh 
Forum" on Wednesday. February 
19, 1997 al 7:00 PM in the Drew 
Hall Lounge. Refreshmen1s will 
be served. All are invi1ed 10 
anend. 
OOSA presems "It Only I he 
S1rong Survive, Wha1 Happens 10 
the We.1k" Come and find ou1 on 
Feb. 20, 1997 a1 7:30 p.m. Black-
burn Ballroom. 
'l'he Colden Key Nauonal Honor 
Socie1y presenis Dr. Elizabe1h 
Clark Lewis, Depl. of Hislory 
Grndua1e S1udies, in its annual 
Black His1ory program al 6 p.m. 
on Thursday, Feb. 27. 
OOSA presents ........ .... "Creaung 
Your Own Oppur1uni1ies" A new 
approach 10 lhe en1er1ainmen1 
indus1ry-find ou1 more abou1 1he 
en1enainmen1 indus1ry on Feb. 20. 
I 997 at 6:00p.m. Blackburn Ball-
room. 
A'i'i N: Fu l'ORE SCIEN'l'IS'l'S 
If you have in1eres1s in applying 
your exper1ise wi1hin 1he 
a1mospheric or earth-rcla1ed sci-
ences had have 1he de1crnima1ion 
to pursue gradua1e Mudies, please 
make C0OlaCI 31 lhe following: 
henrd@1hunder.ofps.ucnr.edu 
(202)232-3147 
Majors: Biology. Chemis1ry, 
Compu1cr Science, Engineering, 
Mnihemalics. Physics 
Priideiici Dougiiis Hooor 
Society presents Ptederick 
Douglaaa Day at 7 :30pm oo 
Tuctday Feb. 2S in the Betblllle 
Annex Seminar Room. 
The College Paren1s Assoc1a11on 
will mee1 on Tuesday February 18 
al 4:30pm. Localion to be 
announced. For more info call 
Denise al (202) 667-0224. 
Join ROSA Commurnty 
Outreach!!! For more info. come 
by Blackburn, Rm. 102. 
Cetairilo Blii:i Love Day. 
Februry Udi with a Siq+ lf&lll 
or Lolll-lf&lll. Blackbum 10atn-
2pm @ Ibo Ubiquity 1Jlblo. 
II you have an issue or concern 
thal needs to be addressed and you 
need individual aneniion, HUSA 
officials will be available Thurs-
days from 3:00pm unlit 6:00pm. 
THE HILLTOP February 1~1 
HILLTOPICS 
ppointmenl 11111es are pos1e m 
1he HUSA office. We are here 10 
serve you! 
Absalom Jones/Canterbury 
Studen1 Association invi1es all 
Episcopal/Anglican s1uclen1s and 
srnff 10 worship, on Sundays al 
9:00AM Carnegie Hall (Lillie 
Chapel). "Loving 1he Queslions" 
discussion on diffcrcn1 topics. food 
and social-friendship. 5:30-
7:30pm Fridays at Absalom Jones 
house 1946 Second S1. NW 
(behind S1owe Hall). For more info 
call Michael (202) 234-0795. 
11ie Bison Bnll, An Evening ol 
Elegance is coming in March! 
Iii Lovu1r Memory of ow 
f<o M r, ~ tb- M m rs of Cl 11 
t-b1 ~ty. Ioe would likt to 
y Gooil-bye to our soror Aliene 
IIUing on Bwell In celebration 
for tbe life time of acbeivementa, 
community service a.nd acrvicc for 
Humanity. We, tbe nursa who fol-
low in her footsteps shlll.l always 
t, m her lh3dow. Thank you for 
ili• rondrrful &ift of your •..ind· 
11 dcdic, tioo and love 
You have seen 1he Emmys and 
Grammy Awards on 1elevision and 
now HUSA presen1s 1he .... 
Excellence Awards a1 1he Mecca! 
Coming in March! 
Students ol As1rology. Rehg,on. 
Philosophy elc. wi1h any knowl-
edge related 10 mediia1ion, sub• 
conscious, prayer. affirma1ions or 
fas1ing. You can Mlend a Free 
Seminar on "How to set whm YOU 
want through meditation." Call 
(202) 246-6650 and leave a 
message. 
ROSA 1nv11es you 10 aucnd a 
special free preview screening of 
John Singleton's new movie 
Rosewood, rigln here in Cram1on 
Audi1orium on February 19, 1997 
a1 7:00p.m. (Limi1ed Seats). 
ROSA presen1s I be Black 
~: Tonigh1 (2-14) lmi1ation 
of Life@ 7:30p.m. Forum 
Wed. (2· 19) Rosewood (Limi1ed 
Sea1s) Cram1on 
Wed. (2-26) Mahogany 
Audi1orium 
Se1 designers. dancers and 
volunleers needed for Na1ural Hair 
Showcase. Call (202)667- 1133. 
RcJOrccmJesua rowijAdulli 
Fellowship iovitea you to a special 
dram~ yesen!Uic:m for 
Valeotine'a Day. Come to the 
Bethune Annex Seminar Room 
Priday. February 14th at 7:30p.m. 
Find out bow much Juua really 
IOYel you I 
Arts and Sciences S1uden1 
Council 1997-1998: All Execu1ive 
Bqard, Class Board and UGSA 
posi1ions are open! 
Pe1i1ions Available in Blackburn 
Rm I 06. Due Dale Ex I ended 10 
February 19, 1997 5:00pm!! 
ln1eres1ed in 1he communny'I 
Anend 1he communily s1eering 
comminee mee1ing each Friday a1 
7pm in the Carver Hall Lounge. 
For more info contac1 Nik Eames 
al 806-7007. 
Are you going 10 be in 1hc 
SOURCE Fashion Show? Coming 
in Marchi 
Black HISlory Monih him Series 
a1 1he Library. Call 806-5435. 
Guess who's coming 10 1he B ,son 
Snit ... ? 
Grief Counseling Croup w1 II be 
held weekly. s1ar1in 2/27, 5: 15-
6:30pm at Universi1y Counseling 
Services. Call Clare Mundell or 
Susan Mon1ello al 806-6870. 
Guess who's coming to 1he 
Excellence Awards in March ... ? 
As-salaamu Ala1kum!I Mushm 
prayer & sermon every Friday @ 
1PM. Islamic smdies class Sun-
days@ 2PM. All are invi1edl 
Carnegie Building (near Douglass) 
For more informa1ion: 
(202) 291-3790 
I he lollowing orgamza11ons 
received funding for 1he fall. New 
applica1ions for 1he spring are now 
available in 1he HUSA office. The 
deadline is February 281h, 5:00pm 
American lns1i1u1e of Aernau1ics 
and As1ronnun1s 
ASID (American Society of 
lnierior Designers) 
Chicago Peoples Union 
Della Sigma Pi 
Golden Key Na1ional Honor 
Socie1y 
Hai1ian S1udent Associa1ion 
Howard Universicy Bisoncnes 
Howard Universi1y Campus 
Mosque 
Howard Universi1y Dance 
Ensemble 
Howard University Judo Club 
NAACP 
Na1ional Council of Negro Women 
Na1ional Socie1y of Pershing 
Rifles 
Phi Alhpn Mu 
Poli1ical Science Socie1y 
Spanish Club 
S1ude111 Comminee on 
Undergrndua1c Education 
Thnnessee Club 
Wnn1ed!! A hve tn m1or wnh 
excellen1 English and Ma1h skills 
or a year o g,r tn exc 1ange 
for room and board and a small 
fee. Driving license and references 
required. Call Shirley at 
301-890-3187 
'lluors wan1ed!! l.D. Elemeniary 
Schools Grades 1-6. To help wilh 
homework, Call Nellie Jones al 
724-4707. 
SERVICES 
S l'ODEN I' RESOMESI IAX 
PREPARATION 
Evenings/Weekend 
(202) 484-7415 STUDENT ID 
REQUIRED 
NEEP liEl,P wn'B 
COLLEGE El/NDJNG? 
CALL: The Na1ional College 
Funding Service, lncorp. For 
Their Higher Educa1ion Loan Plan 
(30 I )925-8386 or 913-8107 
Florida Ce1aways - Gc1 booked 
for Spring Break! Do11·1 delay 
1hese will go FAST! Five day 
crube and s1ay Freepor1. Grand 
Bnh:unns. $600 per person even 
includes on-ship fees: 
cus1oms/immigra1ion, l:\X. meals. 
gra1ui1y, en1er1ainmen1. e1c. Four-
day smy Orlando, FL area, $300 
per person. Three-day smy 
Day1ona Beach. FL. $250 per 
person. Three each des1ina1ion 
available. All double occupanc) 
only. No blnckou1 dates. More 
informniion call 703-979-1307. 
Leave message wilh name/number 
and/or address. 
Sprmg Break 91 
11's heaven!!! Wake and bake ..... in 
1he ho11es1 des1inations-
free-parties!! ! ! Organize group 
and travel free. Lowcs1 price guar-
antee Fr: $99 
1-800-426-77 10 
www.sunsplash1ours.com 
Prolesswnnl vCR Service Free 
es1ima1es, pickup & delivery. 
foriy-five day warraniy. Studenls 
discounls. Call John al 
202-234-0840. 
Atienflon All Students!!! 
Granes & Scholarships \vnilnble 
From Sponsors. No Repnymenls 
E,er!!! For Info: 
1-800-243-2435 
Spring Break lravel: EnJOY 5 !un-
filled days of Yoga. Medi1a1ion. 
Vege1arian Meals, Sports and 
Adven1ure in 1he Ozarks of 
Missouri. Renaissance Universal 
800-896-2387 
EOROt>E S155 
Within USA S79-$ I 29 
C'arribJ Mex,co $l89r/l. 
Cheap Fares Every" here! 
airhi1ch@ne1com.com 
www.isicom.fr/nirhi1ch/ 
800-326-2009 
Free Escoris 10 anywhere on 
campus. Time: 5:00pm-12:nm 
Location: Undergradua1e Library 
Best I lotels & Lowes1 Prices lor 
Spring. Break Be:1ch des1ina1ions. 
Florida, Cancun. Jamaica. c1c. 
Call Now for rooms or Sign-Up as 
lnicrCampus Repr. 800-n?-6013 
h11p://w\\w.icp1.com 
Low Fa~mg Prices! Local, Nnt' I, 
l nl'I. Unbearable rares for Siu• 
denls, facult), etc. Call Monique 
@ 202-234-4399 anytime. 
FOR REN I 
0 St Melro ::.915+ 0111 Modern 
3Br/2.5 ba Th w/Fpl. hrdwd Ors. 
CAC, yrd. PKG. & W/D 929 T SI. 
Call Jack a/o 202-332-9322 
NW House 10 share: Benuulully 
renova1ed Vic1orian llou,e. Clean. 
bright, professional a1111osphcre. 
S300- $380 per mon1h. Call 
202-387-6455. 
Room lor Rent $200/month 
Your houscnrn1cs are all Howard 
women Safe 
neighborhood 
Clean. quie1 house 
Spli1 u1ili1ies wi1h your 
houscma1e, 
Mr. Dumisani (202)526-319 1 
One Bedroom Ba,emenl 
Apar1men1 Newly Renova1ed. 
Priva1e E!nirancc on 121h and 
Euclid S1rce1. S550+Elcc1rici1y. 
Call Badia at 202-462-1408 For 
More lnforma1ion. 
Fully furnished rooms. Carpeung, 
W/D. Cooking focili1ics. Near 
HUH. $250-$300/monih including 
uiili1ics. $200 sccuri1 y deposi1. 
Call 202-29 1-2248. 
Rooms available close to can1pus. 
Good size. carpel, warm. Free 
laundry. Live wi1h olher ,iudents. 
$265/mo. Some wi1h A/C. 
202-588-840 I. 
Rooms for rem: I 236 Irving S1. 
Share Lg House w/w carpel, 
washer/dryer. ceniral hea1/AC. All 
new $250-$400. All u1ili1ies inc. 
Also Basement Apt 2/3 bcdroom.5. 
$780 all utililil!S inc. Call 202-26.5-5995. 
Shaw/Howi)[d U.• brand new 3 Br 
apartmen1s. Fireplace. W/W. CAC. 
$695+ 1719 41h St. NW. Call KL 
Associn1cs@ 202-462-5106. 
Fon Toucn Mel[o One Br. apar1-
mcn1 w/enclosed porch near New 
Hampshire & Farragut. 5009 Isl SI 
NW $425+. Call KL Associa1es@ 
202-462-5 106. 
All Vlilities Free Spacious I Br & 
Efficiencies apar1men1s. Close 10 
e1ro. ar w oors, cc, mg 
fans, laundry. $375-$450. 2615 41h 
S1. NE. Call KL Associa1cs@ 
202-462-5 106. 
Ciiie 2-BR house 10 share. I 
block from IIU; nice hlock/ 
neighbors; sep DR. w/w, a/c & fan, 
fp manlle, porch. $350 + 1/2 u1ils. 
202-722-2917. (eve,). 
Lnndovcr HiUs: Shure 6eau11iu lly 
single fami ly house. Nice neigh-
borhood; spacious Yard; pal io: I 0-
15 minu1e drive from HU; min-
u1es 10 1he Mc1ro. 2 rooms $90 & 
$100 per week. All u1ili1ics includ-
ed. (30 I) 772-7888. 
2216 121h S1 . Nw (blW Fla & Wj 
in secure 4 unil bui lding. $680 + 
u1ili1ies. For more info call 
703-824 0069 or 703-442-9399. 
Female Roomma1c Wan1ed!!! 
To share 2 bedroom. I bath hou!ie. 
Near Mount Vernon/UDC Me1ro. 
$362.50/monih + u1ili1ies. Free 
on/off s1rre1 parking, washer/dryer 
and 1><:au1iful pa1io. Please serious 
siudenis only I!! 
Call 202-737-0942 
Renova1ed I bedroomn bedroom 
apl. close 10 campus w/d. wwc, ac. 
Good securi1y. Call 202-723-4646. 
Roommate: Nice 3 Bedroom 
duplex. WO. DW. C:AC, WW. 
Cable, walking diMance to Howard 
1/3 u1ili1ies. $3 17/momh. 
Available Now!! 
Call Ms. Drummond @ 
(30 I) 229-2485 
Adams Morgan 2560 On1vcrs11y 
Pl. Huge 3 bdrm duplex, lofl. 2 
ba1h,, 3 dens. drplc. CAC. W/W. 
$ 1100 +; Near U S1rrc1 Me1ro. 
Norlheast 45 R.I. Ave. Modern 
Effie, W /W Carpc1. Near RJ 
Me1ro: $350 202-488-1449. 
100 Block Paumoot SL NW.- One 
Vacancy four furnished bedroom 
rowhouse 1/2 block from School 
of Busineu. Rent $38S/moolh, 
utilities paid by ownen. Security 
depoGt ($250). Sepanto telephone 
lioe, keyed lock. Oraduat.e •tudenta 
pretmed. Co-si.gnc:r may be 
requ.iml. Shown by appointment 
oal>t Call Mn. Thomas@ 
(301) 464-2931 
Howard Students Only! 
We live in a four level 1ownhouse 
and we are looking for l more 
housemn1es 10 complele our 
household. Eru:h of 1he remaining 
two levels has: 
I bedroom 
living/diningroom 
den and ba1h 
These levels are semi-furnished 
with a bed. desk. and chair wi1h 
wall-10-wnll carpe1ing 1hroughou1. 
Your ren1 is S395/mon1h A II 
Utilities Included!!!! The house is 
in wnlking disiance 10 Howard (3 
minu1cs by car) The Georgia Ave. 
buslinc is a1 1he end of 1he block. 
Con1ac1: Bea Carey 
(202) 29 1-1480 
IU'LI' wAN I £0 
Voluniccr In Alnca or Mexico. 
One )Car posh: hcallh. human 
righls, business. journalism. you1h, 
environmenl. and more. Visions in 
Aclion 202-625-7403. 
Need 2-3 JniiJmodern mus1c1ans 
(one saxophoni>1) for wedding 
recep1ion, June 14. 1997 (5-7:30) 
Con1ac1 M. Thombs@ 
(301) 595-2005. Leave a message. 
Par1-11me olhce help needed. til-
ing. xerox ing. c1c. S8hr. nexible 
;.chcduling. casual dress. Experi-
ence" ilh WordPerfecl 6.0 a plu,. 
Send resume 10: Penni 
Corpom1ion. P.O. Box 14600. Ben 
Franklin Stalion, Washinglon DC. 
20044. A11cn1ion: Personnel-File 
Clerk. No phone calls plea,e. 
Help Wnn1ed 
Gmdua1e Mudcni ,s needed 10 help 
wi1h smnll bu\incss opcrn1ion. 
Part-1ime. Good pay. Call 
202-246 6650 :md leave 
a mc,sagc 
Non-prohl orgam1,111on seeks 
wri1ers for magnz.ine 1argeting 
urban adolescenl girls. Fax wri1 ing 
samples and cover le11er 10 
SBB/Nancy 202-364-2354. 
$b00 weekly po1en11nl ma,long 
our circulars. No experience 
required. Begin now. For info call 
202-298-1 135. 
Recrea11on Leader 10 suppor1 1he 
inclusion of child wi1h disabili1y in 
af1crschoot progr:im. Marlow 
Hc1gh1s. Weekdays 2-6pm. 
Reln1cd experience helpful. M 
NCPPC. Call Joan Quinn@ 
30 1-292-9006, 
(TTY 301-292-7528) 
$6. 13 - $8.00 
Summer J obs 
for 1he 
Environment 
$2500-$4000 Summer Campaign 
for clean air and water 
Pro1ec1 endangered species 
Mnke a Difference 
Offices in 33 s1.i1cs 
Campaign To Save The 
Environmcnl 1-800-75-EARTH 
Valen11ne s bay Sale 
P:igers Pagers Pagers 
Numeric and Alphanumeric pagers 
as low as $5.00 a mon1h. Limned 
1m1c on y. a 
For more info. 
10 FREE RESOMES 
Attn: Intern/Job Seekers I.Ill: 
Cooy\YciUTS Gcouo will offer 
Ecfc Resumes & Cover LelleN 
Reviews Ncxl Weck Only!!! Our 
offer include,: 
Wri1ing & Layou1 A,sisiance 
IO Free Copies of Reurne/Covcr 
Lener 
I Year~ Disk S1orage!ED;i. 
Pick-Up/Delivery 
All sinning a1 $25. call us 1od:1y n1 
202-801-9169 
DC-area public re lnuons hrm 
looking for responsible. e111husias-
1ic and encrge1ic Muden110 run 
errands and nssi>1 wi1h mi,cella-
neous office du1ies for company 
presidenl. I 0-20 hours/week. 
Melro accessible. Send teller 10: 
Human Resources. PO BOX 747. 
Arlinglon. VA 22216 
SERVICES 
Laptop tor $ale 
Bes1 offer: Toshiba Muhimedia 
T2l50CDT. 486DX4n5, 16Mb 
DRAM, 2XCD-ROM, Ac1ive 
Ma1rix Color. Call Tom@ 
202-775- I 796. • 
PERSONAIS 
Hippy viteahiie'• Day to die 
lllOllt beautifu.l lMetboata of the 
Royal Bloc and WhilO 
Love, 
The Brochen of the P/R. 
l'mBidd 
Mr. Peabody 
The Granddaddy of them all. 
Hippy vitcntmo'• Day to 
Alva D. & 1. Slwp IL May the two 
of YQU alwe many 1D01e! Love S. 
Ahmed. 
Curtii, Hippy 2111 Birilidiyl iiid 
Happy Valentine'• Day 
Love.Dawn 
Arroya 'I Farrell " Happy Happ) 
Birihday Baby! .. #24 
Ms. A. l'.F. Happy B1r1hclay 10 my 
bes1es1 bud! Luv U much. Due~) 
SC. you are JUSI all 1hn1. .. EW'Pr 
VALBNTJNB'S DAY 
Trey, Mr.24 Good luck 10 my Boo! 
Luv U know who. 
Happy Bela1ed Birthday. Candice 
Philia, Love always 
Charicssa and Jnnine 
Happy Valenune s Day Charlene 
Friend from your # I cuzin 
CID I I 
Rolaod Naoaa from~ 
You arc 1hc only one lor..--. 
ly. l.O,t 
'l lie Broihcri iiid SuGi~ 
We have celebrated 81 ~ 
BxcellCDCCJ in tho B~ 
May tho lopcy coodDlie lit 
FOUJJdc:r'• Dayl Pbila, Ale 
and MlahtY Moaat 
I loeshas. I lappy viiliir'-
Day! Hocsha # I._l'm h'lfll 
go1 your Makavclt. Hoe~r 
bener go gel your man U. 
good day & nighl from Hct 
I llh. 
-The I loeshn Chet. 
'·PQ". You are my JO)-~ .... 
Valenune·, Day and tier, 
Love KP 
Hippy B&tbdiy to iii~ 
Sorora born io Pemwy! r., 
Love Ya Baby U~\ 
NOO.tellso & AndRa d ~ 
alwaya ... Your lloelii:ai 
~6~~~ 
-The Rambler-
., 
I )0\'e spending 1,me ,.,lh 
You've been a ipec:ialfriai!1 
more. Thanx for bemi Iha I 
me. Happy Valt.Olioe't ~ 
Love from your Spcci3! F, 
ScxyM. 
CAN YOO PBBLtl' ltJ 
I lappy Valenune's Da) 19 
Fuller Love Yoooous. Br-. 
Happy Va[enune > Di. 
Boo Lo,c. Jazimw 
Arroya I' Farre ll We h.nt~ 
together for 4 )·ea~.11·1~ 
grea1! Happy Birlhd3) C 
Bc,1 Fncnd, 4 e1cr Al 
Hippy Y-DAY 7.atiiii 
You are tbc boalh! 
LovoYalSMO 
I feel lost .-hen I can'1 Ji,llj 
m) arms nt night. I lo1 t I'll 
ne,er ,,ant lo let :,oeg• 
real. Sin) '")· Sia) coot.r. 
to the lcrrely ladle,cl 
Alpba Kappa Alpha 
IDc., Alpba Cbapllr. 
SAT\JnDA't'. rcoAUARY 2~NO 
THE OfflCIAl MF.Vi l:OfTION.AFTER r>AflTY' 
rCAT\IPING DOOOY 0AOWN AflD HAI.PH T~ESVANI 
SHUTTLES LEAVING FROM THE •'QUAD': 
@ 10:00. 11 :00, 12:00 & 1 :00 
AND MERIDIAN@ 10:30, 11 :30, 12:30 & 1:30 ,, . ____;__... _c.: ._::__;:. __ ..;.,. 
-
-\/C 
-
